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Abstract
With the fast urbanization in contemporary China, "spontaneous" civic spaces rooted in the rural
area-the spaces in which local people of different origins and paths of life can commingle without
overt control by government, commercial or other private interests have been excluded from
numerous newly planned and rebuilt villages/small towns. Current physical planning system is
playing an important role in pushing this "modernization" process, called by the government.
Through using the term "public space" rather than "civic space" in the national planning standards,
which in Chinese context implies public ownership or direct management by the state, the
development of civic spaces in the rural China is purposely or unintentionally adjusted away from
its original direction in the west and away from the actual requirement of a healthy civil society.
Through implementing physical plans based on these standards, the governments are actually
assisting the process of intensifying surveillance and controls over "public spaces", and
diminishing certain types of "spontaneous" civic spaces.
To explore this emerging issue in the local-state context during modern time, the discussion begins
by exploring the concept of civic space in China's natural growth settlements and its relationship to
civil society, the state and economy. An effort to sum up the western definitions of civil society is
made in order to figure out whether any Chinese definitions diverged from western definitions and
whether China has ever had a "civil society." Despite most of scholars believed that civil society in
China is a rather new phenomenon, both as a concept and as a reality, the author argues that for a
long time, everyday forms of civil society and related civic spaces have existed in China's natural
growth villages, in relation to state and economy. Given these clarifications, the author is trying to
make a general summary on how the rise of civil society in the local community intersecting with
China's modernization process can be observed in the local civic spaces. Different types of civic
spaces in the natural growth villages will be identified as a means to contrast with "public space" in
current national standards and its implementation.
The author proposed the changing of language from "public space" to "civic space" to be the
first step for providing "spontaneous" civic spaces toward a healthier civil society. Thus,
incorporating the social development planning and planning review process as an extension and
integral part into current physical planning system will ensure that the physical plan will take
account of the "spontaneous" civic spaces and relevant social factors important to the local people.
A participatory planning approach is stressed as a means of both improving the quality and
implementability of the physical plans and giving local people more control over their own lives.
Thesis supervisor: Dennis Frenchmen
Title: Professor of the Practice of Urban Design
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Chapter I: Introduction-Civic Space as an Approach to
Examine the Transformation of China's Village/Small
Town Form
In the summer of 2004, I went back to the small village in north China where I had
spent several months before I came to MIT, observing and studying the
relationship between its spatial pattern and life style. To my surprise, this village
with almost 100 years' history had been totally torn down and relocated along with
several other villages to form a small new town. This change may appear to have
improved the living conditions of the local people based on very general standards
rooted in China's official definition of "modernization", such as convenience of
transportation, efficient use of infrastructure and land, conservation of resources,
and improved physical condition of the unit, etc. However, such a transformation
has its costs: loss of the once rich texture of form and meaning, and loss of the
once strong social structure, furthermore, the new towns gave rise to many
conflicts among the different communities that have been thrown together.
Ironically, the money for this project came from a World Bank program. This is just
a vivid example of numerous similar cases that reveal the path of transformation of
China's traditional settlements under the pressure of fast urbanization.
1.1 Differences have Become Evident during the
Transformation from Villages to Small Towns' in Contemporary
China
China has been experiencing an unprecedented urbanization since the 1980s. In
the coming decades, the country is expected to jump from 40% urbanized to 60%.
With an expected total population growth from 1.3 billion to 1.6 billion, nearly 400
million people will flood into Chinese cities.
One of the major ways for China to achieve urbanization is to develop small towns.
Till the year of 2000, there were 47,332 small towns in China and the population
living in small towns was 0.2 billion 2 Sixty percent of the small towns have a
physical plan.3 An ambitious goal of the central government is to have physical
I According to China's National Village/Small Town Planning Standards (published by Ministry of
Construction, effective date: June 1, 1994), China's villages and small towns are classified into four
types based on their population scale: Ordinary Village, Central Village, Ordinary Town, and Central
Town. (For details, refer to Appendix Tablel.) In China's administrative system, they belong to rural
system, in contrast to China's urban system.
2 China City Planning & Research Institute ed. 2002: The Research of Small Town Planning
Standard, Beijing: China Architecture & Building Press, p.4
3 Here, physical plan includes two stages of work, the comprehensive plan and the detailed plan.
According to Article 17, 18, 19, 20 of City Planning Law (Adopted at the 11th Meeting of the
Standing Committee of the Seventh National People's Congress on December 26, 1989,
promulgated by order No.23 of the President of the People's Republic of China on December 26,
1989, effective date: April 1, 1990) and National Village/Small Town Planning Standards (published
by Ministry of Construction, and effective date: June 1, 1994), the plan for village/small town shall,
as a rule, be worked out in two stages, i.e. comprehensive planning and detailed planning.
The comprehensive plan for a village/small town covers the designated function of the village/small
town, the goals of its development and its projected size, the standards, norms and criteria for its
main building structures, the distribution of land used for various construction purposes, the
functions of different zones, the overall arrangement for construction, the comprehensive
transportation system, the system of water spaces and green spaces, the plan for specialized
sectors and the plan for immediate construction. (For examples, refer to Figure5.1 and 5.2.)
The detailed plan for a village/small town, on the basis of the comprehensive plan for the town
includes a concrete plan for the various construction projects to be undertaken in the immediate
development area of the town. The detailed plan for a village/small town shall define the scope for
the use of land for each construction project within the planned plot and provide the control indexes
for building density and building height, the general layout, the comprehensive plan for utilities
engineering and the plan for site engineering. (For examples, refer to Figure5.3-5.)
plans for 90% of small towns in the coming several years. In one province,
Zhejiang, the local government will plan and rebuild 1,000 small towns. Under the
slogan of "modernized new countryside", numerous newly planned and built small
villages and towns are springing up like mushrooms. These new plans discard the
traditional communities' physical and social structures and create a big difference
between the new towns and the natural growth villages4 in terms of their spatial
patterns, for instance, Figure 1.1-a natural growth village as compared with
Figure 1.2-a newly planned and rebuilt village/small town in the same province of
China.
According to Article 30, 31, 32 of City Planning Law, the location and layout of construction projects
within a planned area must conform to the plan for a city/town. When applying for the use of land for
a construction project in a planned area, the unit or individual undertaking construction must
produce documents stating the approval of the project by the relevant government authorities and
apply to the competent department of city planning administration for the determination of a
location for the construction project. The competent department of city planning administration shall
determine the site and its boundary, provide the facilities for planning and designing, and issue a
permit for the planned use of land for construction. For the construction of a new building, structure,
road, pipeline and cable or any other engineering works, its extension or its alteration within a
planned area, application shall be submitted to the competent department of the city/town planning
administration together with the related documents for approval. The competent department of city
planning administration shall issue a permit for a planned construction project according to the
planning and design requirements defined in the plan for the city/town. The unit or individual
undertaking construction may not apply for the performance of the procedure for the beginning of
construction until after acquiring the permit for a planned construction project.
Source: www.law110.com/law/jianshe/jslaw02.htm;
www.lawl 1 0.com/lawserve/guihua/1 800006.htm;
www.china.org.cn/english/environment/34354.htm; Access Time: June, 2005
4 Refer to Part One of Chapter Two: Classifying the village/small town patterns in China.
Figure 1.1 (Left) A natural growth village-Nanxijiang, Zhejiang, China
Source: www.hangzhou.com.cn/20040101/ca466875.htm; access time: April, 2005
Figure 1.2 (Right) A newly planned and built town, Zhejiang, China
Source: www.pladaily.com.crr access time: November, 2004
To a large extent, the current dominant planning and implementation model
adopted by the authorities is deemed as consistent with "modernization" in national
policies and assumed to meet the needs of the common people. However, space is
abstracted in a way that impoverishes it, causing radical changes with unintended
consequences and inevitable disasters. These "modernization" purposes are
usually remote from the settlement form they shape. None of them take anything
close to a comprehensive view of the evolving spatial structure or take into account
the specific needs of local people, their culture, history or ways of life that may
require a different physical form to support.
Figure 1.3 is a detailed plan of a small new town published on one local
government's official website as an illustration of achievement during the process
of "modernization". This image can partly tell us where the big differences of the
spatial patterns between the newly planned and rebuilt new towns and the natural
growth villages come from. It shows the typical planning model for the "modernized
new countryside", which would be implemented everywhere. As Figure 1.4-6
shows, using the similar planning model, this kind of villages/small towns is
actually being cloned in the rural China.
Figure 1.3 Image of a planned small town
Source: www.hnjs.gov.cn/list.asp?unid=153; access time: November, 2004
L ~
es designed and rebuilt using the same common planning and implementation
model, Jiangsu, China; source: the author
Designing and rebuilding small towns as an frequent phenomenon in China makes
it crucial to reflect on the current small town planning and implementation model:
what social costs do we have to pay in contemporary China, within the existing
planning and implementation model, a one-way transition from the traditional to the
modern, instead of a natural social, economic and cultural transformation? In fact,
it is an imperative demand, before tens of thousands of towns, with their rich
heritages, forms and social structures are destroyed.
Despite the difference in life styles from place to place and region to region, vast
numbers of small towns are now being designed and built using the same common
model, assuming that it is appropriate in all the cases. But common sense would
argue that a more subtle and complex theory deserves to be investigated. Such a
theory should be comprehensive, embracing all the important issues of China's
settlement form.
1.2 A New Direction-"Civic Space" rather than "Public
Space"
In this thesis, I chose to focus on "civic space"-the space in which people of
different origins and paths of life can co-mingle without overt control by
government, commercial or other private interests-in China's villages/small
towns as an approach to systematically examine these differences, not only
because the transformation of civic space is one of the most important changes in
community spatial structures and patterns in China, but also because civic space
embodies the most important common features of the Chinese traditional
community, integrating rules of social communication, social-economic patterns
and people's interpretation of social life etc, which have important explicit or implicit
influences on the transformation of the physical form of the whole community.
These considerations are, in my view, key variables in terms of villages/small
towns' spatial study in China. I hope that this study might provide me a
macroscopic view under the context of China's urbanization, allowing me to
answer the question: How has the transformation from villages to planned
new towns affected the nature and quality of civic space? And, has this been
a good or bad change?
One major reason for using the term "civic space" in this thesis is that it is not
intended to be equivalent to "public space" , "open space" or "open public space"
etc. usually used by China's government 5, planners and other intellectuals. (Shan
Deqi 2004, Wang Shilan 2004, Tang Mingtan 2004) The new significance,
awareness and attention given to planning of "open public space" have already led
to real improvements in the quality of the built environment. They indicate that
China has started setting off for a modern civil society, in a questionable and
problematic direction, however.
In present China, the topic of civic space has to be assigned to the general
discourse of quality improvement in urban development that reflects the
5 Article Three and Six, National Village/Small Town Planning Standard (published by Ministry of
Construction, and effective date-June 1, 1994); Source:
www.law11O.com/lawserve/guihua/1800006.htm; access time: July, 2005
particularly selected and constrained direction, even today, at a time when China is
going to devote itself to the topic of "civil society". China's central government and
authorities have avoided using the term "civic space", which would give people a
chance to touch the "sensitive political topic"-the rise of civil society.
The debate on "civic space" has been carried on only in recent years (to be precise,
it was after 1991 or 1992), rather theoretically than operationally, more in the
academic than in the political arena (Wan Yizhou 2003). Up to now, the official
propaganda agencies of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) (from the Ministry of
Propaganda of CCP to the propaganda departments at all lower levels) do not
want attach the debate much political means, neither opposing the usage of the
phrase "civil society", nor approving to contradict it with the state's ideology. In
China civil society and civic space still belong to some categories too sensitive to
be touched.
Accordingly, in China, there are two major streams of literature relevant to civic
space in China's small towns. One stream is from the perspective of physical
planning and urban design to achieve a better quality of environment (Wang Shilan
2004, Tang Mingtan 2004, Shan Deqi 2004)6; the other is from the perspective of
the construction and management of these spaces (Du Baicao 2004, Tang
6 For instance, "Planning of public space is the main content of urban design. It stresses the
interrelations between the buildings and the city. Urban development can only be successful if it
aims at constructing emotional spaces with a cultural atmosphere and if it offers places for different
activities aiming at changing the still existing negative places and improving the quality of public
space." (Dieter Hassenpflug 2003)
Mingtan 2004). However, both of these two streams avoid using the term of "civic
space". Instead, for the first stream, people usually use "open space" or "public
space", and for the second, people usually use "public buildings and relevant
spaces" or just "public space".7
Ironically, as the author observed, the term "public space" in Chinese context
normally implies public ownership or direct management by the state. The use of
this term leaves an obvious blank area in reality, because many forms of "civic
space" can be found in a local community spaces that are managed and controlled
by different kinds of grassroots powers and local social organizations, such as the
temple of Confucius and primary school, the ancestral hall, a local market, a local
temple and temple market, and the original city hall. In the national conception of
"modernization", these places are defined as something representing
"superstition" and "old things" by these authorities, and thus should be excluded
from those newly planned and built small towns to achieve the so-called
"civilization goals".
Figurel.7 shows us the structure of a typical natural growth small town, named
Jinghai and located in the north of China. As a typical small town developed
gradually, the layout of the town is free-style and flexible, the houses are close and
diverse, and the lanes are narrow and meandering. Countless lanes extending in
all directions form a network and connect every corner of the town, creating a
7 China City Planning & Research Institute ed.2002: The Research of Small Town Planning
Standard, Beijing: China Architecture & Building Press, p.16 7
strong sense of continuity. What's more, as the figure shows, its civic spaces are
centered by interconnected streets and lanes. Through a diagramming study on
the civic spaces of this town, we can find the key composite elements of its civic
spaces are temple of Confucius and primary school8 , ancestral hall 9, local market,
local temple and temple market, original official building and newly planned town
hall, etc. However, as an extreme example shown in Figure 4.8, in the new town
plan, only the village official building and its square have been designed as "public
building and its space".10
In many instances, governments continue to try to use control over civic space to
dampen involvement of civil society in the public sphere. The usage of the terms
"public space", "open space" etc. represents a trend toward removing civil society
from what were once considered to be quintessential civic spaces of the natural
growth villages.
8 Since Han Dynasty (206 BC-AD 220), Confucianism became the state's official ideology in China.
Accordingly, during the ancient time, the temple of Confucius became a compulsive component for
Chinese local communities. As the major system of thought in China, Confucianism has influenced
the Chinese attitude toward life, set the patterns of living and standards of social value, and
provided the background for Chinese political theories and institutions. Therefore, the temples built
to Confucius were not places in which organized community groups gathered to worship, but public
edifices designed for annual ceremonies, especially on the philosopher's birthday, as a means to
maintain its ideological authority. And because of this, under most of the situations, the temple was
built together with the local primary school. (For details, refer to "Cultural Politics, Modern
Education and the Construction of Local Primary Schools", in chapter 5, p.73)
9 The clan as the basic organization has been always exiting in China's natural growth settlements.
A village could have one single clan or several different clans. The presupposition of the formation
of clan villages is the acquisition of clan identification. As the most important approach to acquire
clan identification, ancestral hall is the manifestation of folk ancestral worship, which provides the
basic space for local contact within clans or villages (in single clan village), and a repository for the
compilation and oblation of clan genealogies. (For details, refer to "Clan Identification and Clan
Public Space-Ancestral Hall", in chapter 4, p.56.)
10 Refer to Figure 5.5 Analysis of civic spaces in the detailed plan of Weizhuang village.
Figurel.7 Anaysis of civicsurs afanatng growiersmali town, namedighe, loctirth
norttI of China; source: the author
spaces in a typical new town plan; illustrated by the author.
In this way, civic spaces tend to be contained within the realm of physical planning
for a better quality of built environment and only to be used for non-political public
activities. However, logically, urban development should be toward the expansion
of civic spaces, facilitating the rising of a healthy civil society openly and routinely
engaged in the political life and cultural practices. The strategies used by the
governments exceptionally reveal how critical space is in the interaction among
different social-political powers. The power to build and regulate civic space in
China's small towns has constituted one of the chief means to political control
during the modern times, and must be considered along with economic
modernization and cultural civilization.
Therefore, I would argue that under these circumstances, there is little chance for
planning and designing of real high quality. The quality of life cannot be simply
projected by linear models of modernization distilled from the West, nor by human
progress according to GDP per capita described in government's policies. In
China's natural growth villages, local society is confronted by, incorporates and
manages all kind of social forces in their own ways, depending on their own
histories, cultures and forms of governance. Local context matters in all aspects of
daily life. To explore how civil society has or has not thrived in civic spaces is one
way for us to understand this complicate social transformation, to further reflect on
current planning model, and look toward to the future. This thesis will focus on
identifying and tracing the ongoing uses and transformations of these social
spaces, with a high degree of autonomy from both the state and corporate
economy in China's natural growth villages.
Still one more point I need to stress here is that, for China's small town, the use of
the terms "free space" or "autonomy" does not mean that civic spaces are
unregulated or without any constraints on access or use. Civic space is a space
where you have ownership, even though you might not be the owner of it. No
matter in the form of private property, common property or state property, civic
spaces require rules of access and use if they are to function in an inclusive,
fundamentally non-violent and civil manner. Although regulations of civic spaces
can take place under common property regimes outside of the state as they used
to be in ancient time, in the contemporary world most common property regimes
rely on larger protection by governments to keep commercial and other
encroachments. The need for new regulations makes the provision of civic spaces
more complex than such terms as public space or open space imply.
Therefore, in this thesis, different types of civic spaces in China's natural growth
villages will be identified as a means to initiate broader discussions on their origins,
roles and prospects in the future etc. A significant body of research related to civic
spaces suggests that most of them are under great stress from current planning
and implementation model and might even been declining in many instances. At
the same time, new efforts to create civic spaces are being launched. Together, the
giving recognition to the widespread concern that China's small towns require such
spaces for their social, political and economic life to flourish.
Chapter II: Methodology-from One Natural Growth
Community to the National Village/Small Town Planning
Standards
Civic space conveys different meanings to different schools of intellectuals. An
architect or designer may view it very differently from a sociologist, anthropologist
or a politician does. A sociologist and anthropologist might be more interested in
the nature of the activities supported by civic spaces, whereas, an architect's
definition of civic space would likely reflect his interest in the physical aspect of the
space from the design point of view. However, on one hand, the sociological and
anthropological methods are important but not sufficient in spatial studies of the
long-existing settlements, suffering a dramatic transformation. As a matter of fact,
in contemporary China, although there are huge efforts in anthropological and
sociological studies arguing for the preservation of the traditional communities,
these arguments for preservation were ineffective when confronted with a physical
plan for the natural growth settlements. On the other, the quality of life cannot be
simply projected by the improvement of physical environment as many architects
and physical designers have advocated.
For me, a planner, especially, a physical planner should be more interested in
finding a way of joining the sociological and physical aspects of a community
together. Given the unique characteristics of China's civil society and civic space
being realized and their concepts being clarified in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, I
focus on the transformation of civic space in the following chapters. I will analyze
how the local residents used the civic spaces to facilitate the rising of civil society in
a natural growth settlement, as an approach to reflect on current planning and
implementation model.
2.1 Classifying the Village/Small Town Patterns in China
If we look at each individual village in China, we can see great variation from place
to place. But using modernization as a frame of reference, we can safely say that
behind these diversities, there still exist some common features, which made it
possible for me to conduct a systematic study and make some general statements,
but not just focus on each individual case.
To conduct my study from this perspective, I first classify China's small villages and
towns into three types, representing different patterns of forms and social
organizations. A significant feature of this classification is the attempt to capture
the degree of the interaction between the traditional and the modern in a
complicated process of social transformation. These patterns of villages/small
towns will provide a platform for me to conduct this theoretical study. The three
types of villages are described below:
Pattern 1: Traditional Villages on the Official Preservation List
As the Figure 2.1 shows, there are a few communities that remain as historical
relics because of their intact form and highly cultural content and are included into
official preservation list. These villages are protected by a set of regulations and
their physical forms cannot be changed freely. In most situations, these villages
and small towns are viewed as tourist sites, which means within these traditional
physical forms, people's daily life has already been totally changed to meet the
requirements of one kind of special "modern industry", Local Tourism. In this sense,
they are not good examples for me to examie the impact of the physical plan on
the village's physical form.
Hgure z.1 -xamples ot traditional villages on the
Illustrated by the author
I
Pattern 2: Natural Growth Village without a Formal Physical Plan
There are numerous communities that have developed naturally from the process
of informal growth organized by environmental factors and social conventions.
These can be defined as natural growth village. Natural growth village still can be
divided into two sub-categories, reflecting the degree of the impact of
modernization: a. Natural Growth Village without the influences of modern industry;
b. Natural Growth Village without a physical plan.
. Natural Growth Villages without the Influences of Modern Industry
Villages in this category include what are termed "ordinary traditional
communities" that retain much of their traditional form, but are not included on
official preservation lists. These villages grow naturally without the influences
of modern industry. Most of them are located in the hinterland of China. Lots of
anthropologists focus on these places to conduct their field study,
documenting local people's daily activities and observing their life style. We
may agree if we regard these villages as a cornerstone of Chinese society, we
can discover some significant aspects of the Chinese people's traditional life
style and thinking mode. However, with the fast economic development, the
number of this kind of villages/small towns is continually decreasing. From the
viewpoint of the main stream theories, they are something belonging to the
"past", and represent a lifestyle and form that people "ought-to-reject". In
China, the preparation of the physical plan for a community is an official
instrument considered as a powerful tool to achieve this goal. From the
government's perspective, physical plans are prepared for communities that
should be torn down, and rebuilt with a new plan to achieve the goal of
"modernization".
Figure 2.2-3 Natural growth villages without the influences of modem industry, Shanxi (Left) and
Jiangxi (Right), China; source: the author
Naturat Growth Vilage without a Format Physical Plan
Unlike the villages mentioned above, villages in this category have
experienced the advent of modern industry, but are growing without a physical
plan, or at least without an explicit plan. An ambitious goal of the central
gpuaent isdahaafamawpttysicalplansfor QQ% of these villagas in the
coming several years.
-igure Z.4-0 Natural growtn villages aeveiopea witnout a tormal pnysical plan, Lnejiang
Source: www.catanbox.com/Generiek/ China2/China_2.htm; access time: May, 2005
Pattern 3: Newly Designed and Rebuilt Villages
Communities in this pattern are those newly planned and rebuilt villages that have
been developed through a formal process. These three pictures show examples of
this pattern of villages from Jiangsun Province, China. Although many of these
villages look more lke modern cities, in china's administration system they are sill
defined and administrated as rural villages. We can only get some sense of rural
places through the surrounding farmlands. Following the same path of the
modernization transformation as the example described in the very beginning, they
were rebuilt based on new plans after demolishing traditional villages of the
Pattern 2 type. Again, they are viewed as "achievements" of the local
governments.
Figure 2.6-7 Villages designed and rebuilt using the same common planning and implementation
model, Jiangsu; source: www.economy.enorth.com.cn/system/2003/03/07/000521198.shtml,
Access time: November, 2004
Under the pressure of fast urbanization, there are numerous villages of this kind
being designed and built following the common planning and implementation
model. However, great differences can be seen in terms of their physical forms
before and after the dramatic transformation. New China has severe trouble with
the old one.
Given this classification, I will focus on the last two community patterns to conduct
a comparative study, not only because they are the majority of China's
villages/small towns in the contemporary era, but also because I want to examine
the functional role of the physical plan and its impacts on the civic space,
considering modernization as one of the major driving forces of the transformation
of civic space.
2.2 Analyzing the Changes of Civic Spaces in the Context of
the Rising of Civil Society in Natural Growth Villages
The concepts of civil society and civic space are basically western concepts and
theories that have been applied to analyze the western cities and spaces, but that
nevertheless they are important for understanding the impact s from modernization
on what is happening in the rural area of China. Under the pressure of fast
modernization, China's rural areas are being radically restructured under one
common planning and implementation model, ignoring the basic fact that they
intersect with local histories and constellations of power. For me, two contradictory
outcomes are observed in this process: the rise of civil society and the yielding of
civic spaces to the logic dominated by the government and the intellectuals. As
discussed in the last chapter, in current small town planning standards, through
being defined as "public space", the topic of civic space has to be assigned to the
general discourse of quality improvement in urban development, rather than
facilitating the rising of a healthy civil society openly and routinely engaged in the
political life and cultural practices."
To explore these emerging issues in the local-state context during the process of
globalization, the discussion begins by exploring the concept of civic space in
China's natural growth settlements and its relationship to civil society, the state and
economy. This essay is not aimed at giving appropriate comments on the impacts
of the concept of civil society and civic space rooted in the west on China's culture
of place-making. However, it has to be assumed that the consequences of these
impacts and transfers should be realized and identified. Otherwise, one of the most
important events of the 21st century would escape the attention of mainstream
social science until after the fact.
There has already been a significant amount of materials based on the field
studies from the anthropological perspective, describing the people's daily
activities in China's natural growth settlements. In this thesis, I do not want to
repeat the same discussions in these anthropological researches which simply
focused on documenting the details of local people's daily life. However, based on
these anthropological materials12 and my own observations on one natural growth
1 For example, refer to Figure 5.5 Analysis of civic spaces in the detailed plan of Weizhuang village
(National Excellent detailed plan, 2nd price, 2001).
12 This part of statement is generalized based on my own observation on one natural growth village
mentioned in the first paragraph of this thesis and a series of famous cases in the field of
anthropology, which are chosen as representative cases of China's typical villages under the
pressure of the fast modernization. They are Xicun Village located in Fujian (Studied by Wang
Mingming, 1997), Meifa Village located in Fujian (Studied by Wang Mingming, 1997), Tangdong
Village located in Fujian (Studied by Wang Mingming, 2004), Lincun Village located in Fujian
(Huang Shumin, 2002), and Dongsheng Village located in Fujian (Studied by Yu Keping, 2001).
village, I will try to make a general summary on how the rise of civil society in the
local community intersecting with China's modernization can be observed in the
civic spaces of China's local communities. I believe that these case studies are
important in their own right, but more can also be learned through analysis and
synthesis of findings from many cases.
As I discussed before, the shifts in power relations and balances among groups
within local civil society as well as among state, market and civil society actors are
all reflected in the construction and uses of civic spaces to dominate, colonize or
include civil society. How these shifts play out in a given community can be seen
through the evolving and uses of civic spaces and will be explored in Chapter 4. At
the most basic level, the records of the building, repair, expansion, furnishing, and
uses of successive civic spaces will provide the means for exploring the interplay
among politics, economic development and material culture in China's small towns.
More broadly, this story may cause us to rethink connections between political
culture and civic space, one of the most important factors in local community's
spatial structures and patterns in contemporary China.
Based on these anthropological materials and cases, I will conduct an analysis
from a different perspective, looking at the provision, management and changes of
the civic spaces of the natural growth villages. I will try to explain the social
functions of these spaces and how people use these spaces. Based on these
analyses, I will determine a set of elements of its civic spaces that are relevant to
the civil society in the natural growth villages. I would argue that this effort on
generalizing of the time line of the changes of civic spaces in the natural growth
villages under the pressure of modernization is crucial, if we want to re-adjust the
functional role of physical plan, and to consider it not just as an instrument of
modernization, but as a platform for dialogues. These dialogues will juxtapose the
desires of tradition and modernity, embody the most important aspects of the
tradition in it, and assign the physical plan play a more positive role in the process
of China's urbanization.
2.3 Reflecting on Civic Space in Current National Village/Small
Town Planning Standards and Its Implementation
With the reference of the general statements drawn above, I will reflect on the
national small town planning standards, looking at the key elements in this
standard that have the most important influence on the formation of civic spaces in
the newly designed and built villages. I will also examine how the standards would
be applied to current comprehensive and detailed plans of China's villages/small
towns.
Through this comparative study, I will determine which elements are missing from
those newly planned and built towns and which elements are new for those
settlements as compared to those without a physical plan? And, I will give an
explanation of the discrepancies between the descriptions in the national planning
standard and actual situations in the communities in terms of the social functions of
the civic space. This comparative study is an approach to systematically
understanding the big difference between these two patterns. It also will be a
useful approach to think about how we can embody the most important aspects of
the traditional community in the new physical plans to narrow the existing big gap
and provide for a higher quality of community.
Chapter III: Civil Society and Civil Space in China's
Natural Growth Settlements
3.1 Civil Society in China-A New Phenomenon or a New
Concept?
The debate on "civil society" in the theoretical cycle of mainland China began in the
early 1990's.13 The most important stimulant for this debate was the positive
changes resulting from China's fast-changing economy, society and politics since
1980s, which has urged theorists in China to explore the emerging social issues
through some new approaches and perspectives. There is a complicated relation,
however, between these discussions and the meanings of this term in its original
western context. Most of scholars believe that civil society in China is a rather new
phenomenon, both as a concept and as a reality, especially compared with the
western world. (Dieter Hassenpflug 2004, Wang Yizhou 2003, Mike Douglass
2002) They assumed that the China's government could be all powerful and
hegemonic and that no social philosophy other than a "Western" one could
embrace the idea of civil society having an existence separate from whatever form
of government or state that is in place.
However, as Thomas Metzger correctly observed, not only has China throughout
its history exceptionally developed a civil society but also that current Chinese
13 Summarized by Wang Yizhou (2003): Since the middle 1990s, there were several books
published and had important influences in the mainland of China, such as, The State and Society
edited by Zhang Ji, December, 1998; The State and Civil Society-A Research Approach of Social
Theories, edited by Deng Zhenlan and J.C.Alexander, March, 1999; and The Relationship between
State and Society-A Comparative Studies about The Theories and Practices in Socialist Countries,
Tang Shiqi, May, 1999.
writing using this term has typically conflated it with indigenous assumptions out of
accord with the Western civil society tradition.14
What is civil society? What is this sudden interest in civil society all about? As
summarized by Edwards, "Originally ... civil society, from Aristotle to Thomas
Hobbes, represented a kind of society that was identified with certain ideals. And in
modern societies, realizing these ideals--like political equality or peaceful
coexistence-requires action across many different institutions, not just voluntary
associations. Most recently, philosophers have developed a new set of theories
about civil society as the 'public sphere'-the places where citizens argue with
one-another about the great questions of the day and negotiate a
constantly-evolving sense of the 'common' or 'public' interest."15
However, when we speak of civil society this way, we refer to institutional
transformations that have their origins in the West. I would argue that as one of the
fundamental consequences of modernization, globalization is more than a
diffusion of Western institutions across the world, in which other cultures are
crushed. The way in which these definitions are approached and coped with at the
local level will inevitably involve conceptions and strategies derived from the
non-Western settings in which modernization is occurring. Therefore, further
14 Metzger, T. 1998: The Western Concept of the Civil Society in the Context of Chinese
History, Stanford: The Hoover Institutions, Stanford University, Hoover Essay, source:
www-hoover.stanford.edu/publications/he/21/a.html, access time: May, 2005
15 Edwards, M.2005: Civil Society-the encyclopedia of informal education, source:
www.infed.org/association/civil_society.htm, access time: May, 2005
exploration on this concept will be needed: To what extent has China ever had a
civil society? To what extent is the concept of civil society in China, especially in
China's small towns distinctively Western? What role has the Western ideal of the
civil society played in modern Chinese thought? To what extent has this role
converged with the Western ideal or has been shaped by the indigenous
intellectual tradition? To what extent have Chinese demands for the strengthening
of civil society been politically rational or prudent? To what extent is it
epistemologically proper to use a western category like "civil society" to analyze
the lives of the people whose own ways of conceptualizing their lives traditionally
do not have this category?
Even though various meanings have been attached to civil society in the West
have been so various (Hegel 1967, Gramsci 1971, de Tocqueville 1969,
Habermas 1989, Edwards 2004, David 1987, Huntington 1991, Hayek 1983), and
a summary about it could not be easily made, an attempt to sum up the Western
definitions of this term is needed in order to figure out whether any Chinese
definitions diverged from Western definitions and whether China has ever had a
"civil society." Recognizing that civil society does indeed mean different things to
different people, consensus seems impossible given the range of various views on
the meaning of civil society, but clarity is still needed to serve as the springboard
for a better understanding about the promise, potential and the pitfalls of using this
term as a political slogan or a shelter for dogma and ideology in cotemporary
China.
For CCS (Center of Civil Society, London School of Economics and Political
Sciences), the answer is obvious but full of implications. For a long time, social
scientists believed that we lived in a two-sector world, the market or the economy
on the one hand, and the state or government on the other. Our great theories
spoke to them, and virtually all our energy was dedicated to exploring the two
institutional complexes of market and state. They argued that of course, there
were and are many private institutions that serve public purposes-voluntary
associations, charities, nonprofits, foundations and non-governmental
organizations-that do not fit the state-market dichotomy. Yet, until quite recently,
such third-sector institutions were neglected if not ignored outright by all social
sciences.
From this particular perspective, CCS defined civil society as a concept located
strategically at the cross-section of important strands of intellectual developments
in the social sciences:16
Civil society refers to the arena of uncoerced collective action around
shared interests, purposes and values. In theory, its institutional forms are
distinct from those of the state, family and market, though in practice, the
boundaries between state, civil society, family and market are often
complex, blurred and negotiated. Civil society commonly embraces a
diversity of spaces, actors and institutional forms, varying in their degree of
formality, autonomy and power. Civil societies are often populated by
organizations such as registered charities, development non-governmental
organizations, community groups, women's organizations, faith-based
organizations, professional associations, trades unions, self-help groups,
social movements, business associations, coalitions and advocacy group.
16 Source: http://www.Ise.ac.uk/col|eCtiOnS/CCS, Access Time: November, 2005.
We might be able to dispel the notion that China has no history of the existence of
civil society, if we look at civil society as one of the three separate sectors,
intimately interconnected or even inter-penetrated by states and markets; as a
universal expression of the collective life of individuals, at work in all countries and
stages of development but expressed in different ways according to history and
context. For a long time, everyday forms of civil society have existed in China's
natural growth villages, in relation to state and economy.
Here, civil society in China's natural growth villages is understood as those
organizations that have significant autonomy from both the state and economy.
"No assumption is made about the 'goodness' of such organizations. ... Nor is any
assumption made that to be called 'civil society' these organizations must be
engaged in the public sphere or the direct politics of state policy formation and
implementation. As Friedman (1998) correctly observes, most of the daily
engagements through these associations are indicative of civil society for itself,
i.e., people engaging with other people for social, cultural, religious or other
voluntary association away from state or corporate economy intrusions."171n this
sense, civil society in China's small towns mediates relationships between
individuals and state and private economic interests. Such mediation can take the
form of resistance and direct action against the state, or it can enter into
17 Douglass, M. 2003: Civil Society for Itself and in the Public Sphere: Comparative Research on
Globalization, Cities and Civic Space in Pacific Asia, Second GRAD Conference, Vancouver, June
14-16
collaborative relations with it. For too long we have held preconceived notions of
the market and the state that were seemingly independent of local societies and
cultures. The debate about civil society ultimately is about how culture, market and
state relate to each other.
3.2 Civil Society in China's Natural Growth Settlements
According to Wang Yizhou, In Chinese-speaking world, there are several different
versions of interpretation relevant to the term "cvicl society" (Wang Yizhou 2003).
These versions not only reflect the complicated expressions and meanings of civil
society in terms of the language translation, but indicate the various directions that
different people could choose when using the phrase. However, I would argue that,
through the perspective of civil society in China's natural growth villages, some
important unique characteristics should be stressed among the diverse interests
and understandings. Civil society in China's natural growth villages gained its
relative independence, autonomy, liberty, diversity, and self-discipline, based on
the following crucial distinct and to be explored characteristics:
A. The meaning of "mass versus government" or "society in opposition of
state" in the term Mass Society implies that the relatively independent
grassroots power in the local society should be stressed. The usage of
"civilized society" also reflects the evolving process of history in a natural
growth settlement. For over 2000 years from the first unification of China in the
Qin dynasty to the collapse of the last feudal dynasty, the central government
had never established the official administrative office at the village level and
rural areas were governed by relying on rural civil organizations among which
the clan is the most basic and important one. The village administrative system
has been actually based on the clan system. Although during the modern time,
local tradition has been suffering a dramatic "top-down" social transformation
pushed by the central government, and the civil organizations in rural areas
have been greatly weakened, they have never totally disappeared. In general,
clansmen's associations, temple fairs, and local mutual-aid foundations of all
descriptions always exist in most of the rural areas and continued to act as an
important balance power between the family and the state. (Wang Mingming
1997, Wang Mingming 2004, Huang Shumin 2002)
B. Civil society is not just an economic phrase in China's rural area. It is
consisted of various social profit organizations, but these social organizations
are engaged in social welfare, culture, and other public welfare activities18and
thus undertake important social functions and have explicit and implicit
relationship with "clan family", tied by blood relationship for its sociality and
universality.
C. There are some unique characteristics of the middle class in China's rural
area in terms of its form, function, interests, and organization.
18 Wang Yizhou 2003: Civil Society in China: Concept and Reality, Global Thinknet Project:
International Comparative Study on Governance and Civil Society, p.2
We may agree that the middle class plays an axis role in modern civil society.
This is true even in China's big cities. However, I would argue that in China's
natural growth village, the so-called middle class refers to a group of social
elite, sometimes called "country gentlemen (Yu Keping, 2001)", who are
actually controlling various social resources, and playing a dual role in the
local community. On one hand, they represent the existence of the
self-organizing capacity of the local society, dealing with many kinds of social
problems arising from daily life within the local community, on the other they
serve as the balance power and communication media between state and
local residents, through which most of administrative activities from the
government can be realized and achieved.
In general, there are three levels of power in the local village: the "state" level,
the relatively independent "elite" level, and the "mass" level. The elite form a
connecting linkage, maintaining positive interaction between state and local
society. Without the active cooperation of the independent elite, the state
would be placed in direct confrontation with the public, resulting in challenges
that the state could not deal with. Their social functional role requires them to
gain the relative independence on one hand, but also to keep a good
relationship with the government. Some of them are arranged by the official
agencies and gain their legitimacy to enjoy the most important position in the
local community.
D. The emerging local social organizations can only gain their relative
independence, and partly overlap with the revival of clan organizations.
With the fast economic growth, there are new demands of social participation
across different working units and social sections. These changes lead to the
emerging of independent and decentralized economic entities, professional
societies as well as various interests groups, which bring new features to the
relationships between the local society and the state.
Although China's emerging civil organizations have similarities with the
evolving Civil Societies in the West, in general, they also have their own
characteristics, among which "half official and half non-official" 19 is the most
important one. On one hand these emerging organizations turn to be one
channel of the government's social control, on the other they built their own
authority and expand their power with the support of the government. However,
the phenomenon of "half official and half non-official" is not new. It has existed
for a long time. Throughout the history of China, there never exist any
independent civil organizations similar to those in the West. To play important
roles in the local society, they all had to keep good relationships and intimate
connections with the government.
The relative independence is a common feature both for China's emerging civil
19 Wang Yizhou 2003: Civil Society in China: Concept and Reality, Global Thinknet Project:
International Comparative Study on Governance and Civil Society, p.8
organizations in the big cities and in the natural growth villages.
For emerging civil organizations in local communities, there is a unique
characteristic often neglected by most of China's scholars, which is they have
very close relationship with the revival of clan organizations. Traditional
patriarchy and blood relationship always exist and play essential roles in local
economic-social connections.
In sum, civil society and the relevant civic spaces in China's small towns is rife with
class, ethnic, gender, lifestyle and other social divisions that can diminish as well
as expand chances for social tolerance and cooperation even when it is for itself
and not directly engaged in political activities. Its various forms of organization can
face great difficulties in entering and participating political life in the public sphere.
However, the fact that it does not participate in the political sphere does not mean
that it does not exist. The studies cited in this paper reveal that civic spaces do
exist and are being created both through self- empowerment and through implicit
and explicit negotiation with the state and corporate actors.
This, in turn, suggests the need for civic spaces in which local residents can
exchange ideas, experience voluntary association, and move toward engaging the
state and the corporate interests in deliberation and decision-making about the
future of communities. However, as I will explore in the next chapter, in the midst of
the on-going political, economic and spatial transformations, transposing the
concept of civic space to the Chinese context also remains problematic. Such
spaces, particularly those allowing political expression, should be routinely
provided as the urbanization transition proceeds is not realized in the intellectual
cycle and is excluded from the current national policies and models of planning
and implementation.
3.3 Civic Space in China's Natural Growth Settlements-A New
Concept for the Long Existing Built-environments
The continuing rise of civil society is mirrored in the built environment-specifically
in the demand for civic spaces for emerging civic organizations and to bridge
divides through shared experiences in daily life spaces. As will be discussed in the
next chapter, the shifts in power relations and balances among groups within civil
society as well as among state, market and civil society actors are all reflected in
the construction and uses of civic spaces to dominate, colonize or include civil
society 20 Therefore, the major claim of the research proposed here is that for the
social, political and economic promises of the rise of civil society in China to be
realized, there must be relevant civic spaces available for its daily practices and
collaborative engagement among its various organizations.
From this perspective, civic space can be defined as the spaces in which people of
different origins and paths of life can commingle without overt control by
government, commercial or other private interests. As an extension of the
20 For detailed explanations on the relationships between ancient and emerging civil organizations
and civil space in the natural growth villages, refer to next chapter: The Changes and Continuances
of Civic Spaces in the Context of the Rising of Civil Society in Natural Growth Villages, p.48.
community, civic spaces serve as a stage for the public lives. If they function in
their true civic roles, they can be the settings where celebrations are held, where
both social and economic exchanges take place, where local residents run into
each other, and where cultures mix. They are the "front porches" of our public
institutions, where we can interact with each other and with government. They are
recognized and valued in their villages and towns as places with their own special
flavor that relate to and nurture the larger community and bring the public together.
Figure 3.1-14 show the activities around three basic types of civic spaces in
China's natural growth settlements-the ancestral hall, Local temple and temple
market21 As the most important approach to acquire clan identification, ancestral
hall is the manifestation of folk ancestral worship, which provides the basic space
for local contact within clans or villages, and a repository for the compilation and
oblation of clan genealogies. However, the ancestral hall is not just a place for the
local people to sacrifice to their ancestors (Figure 3.1-2), but also a place for
children to play (Figure 3.3), for women to exchange their latest village news
(Figure 3.4), and for people to enjoy the traditional drama (Figure 3.5-6). Similarly,
The local temple and temple market are not just spaces for people to conduct
rituals (Figure 3.7-8) and exchange products and living materials, but also spaces
for them to hold village banquet (Figure 3.9-10) and traditional drama (Figure
3.11-14). They are spaces where local residents run into each other and
congregate, where celebrations are held, and where both social and economic
2 Refer to Figure 4.8: Analysis of the layout and civic spaces of the typical clan village model, p. 58
exchanges take place. Therefore, for the local residents, these activities together
form an entity of their lives.
Figure 3.1-2 Sacrificing to the ancestors inside and outside of the ancestral hall
Source: www.nihaotw.com/kjxq/news-content.asp?id=73710; access time: June, 2005
I-Igure .3 (LeTt) Uniiaren are playing in Tront OT tne ancestral nail.
Source: www.cnan.gov.cn/cnan/photo/content.php?id=150194
Figure 3.4 (Right) Women are exchanging the latest village news in front of the ancestral hall.
Source: www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/china/resource/original/pm24.jpg
Access time: June, 2005
Figure 3.5-6 Traditional drama in front of the ancestral hall
Source: www.qhhd.com/images/hyfc/w08b.jpg; access time: May, 2005
Figure 3.1-6 Activities Related to the Ancestral Hall
Figure 3.7-8 Folk rituals inside and out side of the local temple
Source: Wang Mingming, 1997 (Left), www.nihaotw.com/kjxq/newscontent.asp?id=73710 (Right)
Access time: June, 2005
1-igure j.j-1U village Danquet outsiae ot the local temple
Source: Wang Mingming, 1997 (Left), www.cnan.gov.cn/cnan/photo/content.php?id=138836
(Right); access time: June, 2005
Figure 3.11-14 Folk rituals and traditional drama in the temple market
Source: www.364000.com/NewsFiles/211/20050220/1731 0.shtml; access time: July, 2005
Figure 3.7-12 Activities Related to Local Temple and Temple market
In this sense, civic spaces are perhaps most equivalent to what Boyte (1986, 1992)
call "free spaces" or King and Hustedde (1993) call "community free spaces"2 :
civic space provides a setting in which people can meet for public talks and actively
contribute to solving public problems. It is characterized by several major
components: a sense of shared bonds, a comfortable physical, social, and cultural
setting, a social network, engaging debates and dialogues, a participatory
environment, and a potential for forming larger public networks and vision.
Summarized by the author, in civic space, citizens can learn group identity,
self-respect, public skills, and the value of cooperation, which form the four basic
aspects of the social functions of civic space.
This idealized definition can be seen as adding a spatial dimension on to a long
lineage of thought about the nature of civil society from Aristotle to the
Enlightenment and on to present day discourses about the public sphere.
Summarized by Korten (2005), "Historically, the term civil society traces back to
ancient Greece and Aristotle's concept of a politike koinonia or political community,
later translated into Latin as societas civilis, or a civil society. Aristotle described
the civil society as an ethical-political community of free and equal citizens of good
and responsible character who by mutual consent agree to live under a system of
law that expresses the norms and values they share. As the law is a codification of
2 Douglass, M. 2003: Civil Society for Itself and in the Public Sphere: Comparative Research on
Globalization, Cities and Civic Space in Pacific Asia, Second GRAD Conference, Vancouver, June
14-16, p.4
the shared cultural values by which the members of society have chosen to live, it
becomes largely self-enforcing-maximizing the freedom of the individual and
minimizing the need for coercive state intervention. It is an ideal consistent both
with our current understanding of the organizing principles of healthy living
systems and with freeing the creative potentials of humanity."23
Therefore, the interest here is in civic spaces that are inclusive, that is, open to a
broad spectrum of civil society and its organizations. Animating democracy is part
of a process of creating civic space as a practice; thinking about long-term impact,
helping to create a culture of civic practice...
However, civic space accumulates over time and has its history. It combines
privacy and public engagement within the framework of local context. It has to be
renewed over and over again. From this point of view, the situation of civic space in
the small towns in contemporary China is a paradox. On one hand, they have their
roots in the rural area and traditional culture; on the other, they are suffering a
dramatic social transformation. The fast pace of modernization does not mean that
traditional values and cultural practices of civil society rooted in China's natural
growth settlements will simply disappear, but rather they are transmuted.
As analyzed above, there are some important unique characteristics of the civil
society in China's natural growth villages. Accordingly, there is no doubt that its
23 Korten, D. 2005: The Civil Society: An Unfolding Cultural Struggle, source: http://cyber-
journa.org/cj/authors/korten/CiviizingSociety.shtml, access time: January, 2005
related civic spaces have meanings and patterns different from those in the West.
For the author, during the whole ancient times in China, squares, gardens, parks
etc. viewed as major components of Civic Spaces in the West, remained exclusive
spaces, accessible only for special social groups, such as the high and middle
class of state officials and rich merchants for contemplative purposes. The town
centers in China's small towns were formed as non-public, only can be used at
some particular circumstances, and to a large extent they were built as the
symbolic centers, utterly different from the, social public European city centers.
Even the use of the city gates, of streets and quarters, were assigned to the
different classes in accordance with their rank. The Chinese Civic Space mirrored
her hierarchy.
What I want to stress here is that in China's natural growth settlements, not all civil
society spaces are civic spaces; not all public spaces are civic spaces. Here the
interest is the spaces on one hand being for the production and reproduction of
practices of social cooperation, problem solving, and social capital formation
(Putnam 1993), on the other being unregulated or at least without any direct
management by the government24 More than a sense of shared bonds, the idea of
civic space in China's natural growth settlements here is that of autonomy from the
state, providing inclusiveness, and the potential for asserting voice of civil society
onto public affairs. I would argue that there are always some spaces in China's
2 As I analyzed in the last chapter, the middle class and local social organizations never gained
their independence from the local and central governments. Paralleled with this phenomenon, civic
spaces in China's natural growth settlements never gained their independence in terms of the
construction, the management, and even the definition.
small towns that are never in total control of the state, thus local people's
activities for public interests in these spaces can gain relative autonomy.
These observations lead back to the long-standing thesis that civil society exists in
relation to the state in which the roles of law making and police powers reside and
are called upon to insuring the "civil" or non-violent uses of civic spaces. As such,
civic spaces in China's small town do not exist under absolute control by either
state, civil society or private ownership, but rather, as a physical space that
becomes civic spaces through the interactions of the three. This further suggests
that civic spaces are often contested and subject to shifts in power relationships.
From this point of view, what these civic spaces' social functions are and how the
local people use them will be the key approaches for us to examine the
transformation of civic space in China's small towns under the pressure of fast
modernization. A series of relevant questions will to be explored in the next chapter:
Who owns it? Who manages it? What is the initial purpose of a space, and how
does it evolve? What types of civic spaces have been created through time and
what are their origins in a given society? What social, political or economic
functions has each type of civic space undertaken?
25 For detailed analyses, refer to The Governance of Local Civic Spaces and the Village
Administrative System in the Context of Local-national Interaction, in chapter 4, p.67
Chapter IV: The Changes and Continuities of Civic
Spaces in the Context of the Rising of Civil Society in
Natural Growth Villages
The focus of this chapter is on identifying and tracing the on-going uses and
transformations of civic spaces -social spaces with some degree of autonomy
from the state and corporate economy -in China's natural growth settlements.
Rather than continue to debate from the perspective of an occidental versus
oriental history of civil society and related civic spaces, a more fruitful and
historically richer approach would be taken to explore the changes and
continuances of civic spaces in the context of the rising of civil society in China's
natural growth villages. Taking the view that civil society is as much "for itself' as it
is potentially engaged in the public sphere of politics26 , the concept of civic space
is defined in contrast to "public spaces" produced from state or corporate economy
colonization.
Based on the anthropological materials (studied by Wang Mingming 2004), this
chapter begins by analyzing the change of the civic spaces in one typical natural
growth village-Xicun village. I will conduct an analysis on the village layout and try
to make a general summary on how the rise of civil society in the local community
intersecting with China's modernization can be observed in the changes of civic
spaces. Within the context of the local community's modernization process, a
general timeline of the changes of civic spaces is presented to show that not only
26 Douglass, M. 2003: Civil Society for Itself and in the Public Sphere: Comparative Research on
Globalization, Cities and Civic Space in Pacific Asia, Second GRAD Conference, Vancouver, June
14-16, p.1
local contexts matter greatly but also that the local-national relationship is
dynamically changing over time. Since the mid-1 980s, ironically, globally-linked
economic growth in the local community has promoted the rise of civil society,
calling for the revival of different kinds of local grassroots powers back to the local
community with new social functions, such as clan organizations, informal
community authority, and regional social network etc. The rising of civil society has
been part of the radical economic growth and social as well as physical
restructuring of the civic spaces, which is itself a powerful dimension of
modernization in a context of the local-state interaction. In general, with the
emerging of local civil society, three basic facts had been observed by the author in
terms of the reconstruction of civic spaces: (1) the renovation of ancestral hall, (2)
local temple, and (3) temple markets.
Based on this case study, I will further conduct a detailed discussion of the general
features of civil organizations of traditional towns, and how they relate to the
overall issue of village layout and civic spaces.
4.1 The Changes and Continuities of Civic Spaces in a
Traditional Community-Xicun Village during Modern Time
Xicun Village is one typical natural growth clan (surnamed Chen) village27 , located
27 The clan is the basic organization which has been always exiting in China's natural growth
villages. A village could have one single clan or several different clans. (For detail information, refer
to next part of this chapter-The Reconstruction of Ancestral Hall and the Revival of Clan
Organization and Figure4.8 Analysis of the layout and civic spaces of the typical clan village
model.)
in the south of China, with a total population of 2,812 in the year of 199228. As a
typical natural growth clan village, what happened in Xicun village during modern
time will be a vivid example that reveals the common path of transformation of
China's traditional settlements under the pressure of fast urbanization.
Figure 4.2 Image of Xicun village; source: Wang Mingming, 2004
2 Wang, Mingming 2004: The Lineage of Xicun Village-Community, Rituals and Local Politics,
Guiyang: Guizhou Press, p.31
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Folk traditions in China's rural areas have been experiencing cultural impacts for a
century. Particularly during the period from the early 1960s to the middle 1970s,
the national policies attempted to impose the cultural upheaval throughout the
country, leaving a severely blank period of local tradition in rural community. The
reason lies in the exaggerated negation to the traditions made by the "planned
social changes" which is characterized by social movements (Zhang Xinxin 1987,
Cohen 1993, Duara 1995, Feuchwang 1989, Oi 1989, Tu Weiming 1993, Schram
1987).
For the Xicun village, by 1976, nothing remained in terms of the local temples and
temple Markets; the ancestral hall of Chen's clan village remained, but was used
as an evening school; 90% of the genealogies were burned up; the traditional
markets were replaced by the supply and marketing cooperatives which were
controlled by the government. The diversified economy was replaced by
agriculture alone and overseas relationships seldom took effect. The government's
objection to folk belief has led to the total disappearance of folk temples, historical
data of clans, community rituals and traditional mutual assistance within the
community.
The rural economic reform since 1979 began to restore the rural economy to the
mode of production by household and to encourage the development of diversified
and market-oriented economy, causing various changes in terms of government's
functions, Local-national relationships, economic patterns and culture in the local
communities. The major changes were the revival of household economy and
diversified economy, improvement of the consumption level, the emergence of
local social organizations, functional shift of village administrative office, and the
industrialization and urbanization of rural community to a certain extent
Figure 4.3 Analysis of the layout and civic spaces of the Xicun village
Illustrated by the author; images source: Wang Mingming, 2004
During this period, the rise of civil society, such as the revival of clan organization,
the maintenance of local social networks, the revival of informal authority etc. were
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manifested by relevant activities in certain types of civic spaces. These activities in
turn, highlight the fact that the community was not only in transition from state-led
to market-driven economic growth, but was also promoting a power shift from state
to private property regimes, leaving community spaces to be provided and
controlled through ad hoc processes of negotiation, in a system in which local
market, local state powers and local grassroots powers are interplaying with each
other. All of these dimensions of state-local changes discussed above have direct
bearing on issues of how to govern the local community in the new era, and by
extension the provision of civic spaces.
Under these circumstances, the once destroyed community civic space has been
rebuilt in the village with the reconstruction of the tradition. We find that the village
layout and the new components of civic spaces are quite similar with those of the
traditional village model (Refer to Figure 4.8). During this period, three basic facts
can be found in these communities, that is the rebuilt of ancestral hall, local temple
and temple fairs. Based on their original functions, they also developed new
functions under new social-historical environments, playing an important role
during the restoration of community traditions. Ironically, following the renovation
of ancestral hall, local temple and temple fairs etc., large quantities of rituals and
symbols (e.g. statues of gods) which were defined as the enemies of
modernization and had once been excluded from the local society have naturally
returned to the local cultural arena with the development of economy.
It appears that the direct stimulants of renovation of ancestral hall, local temple and
temple fairs are the revival of clan and the demand of maintenance of regional
social networks. Summarized by the author, the revived social functions and the
rise of civil society have given rise to renewed civic spaces in natural growth
villages to provide (1) places for folk rituals; (2) places for the informal community
authorities (Sometimes, they overlap with the existing formal authorities.) to deal
with internal "official affairs"; (3) space for cultural education; (4) settings for the
community network of social relations so as to maintain non-governmental mutual
assistance and community welfare system; (5) identification of family clan and
regional connections; (6) symbols that embody the overall concept of the
community.
Figure 4.4 (Left) village meeting inside ot the ancestral hall; Figure 4.5 (Right) Village banquet
outside of the ancestral hall; source: Wang Mingming, 2004
Figure 4.6-7 Folk rituals inside and outside of the village temple
Source: Wang Mingming, 2004
Given this, I would argue that for each civic space, these functions can not be
simply separated, which in turn, suggests that we can not understand the most
recent activities related to civic spaces, without taking the interplay among politics,
economic development and traditional culture into consideration. In the following
analyses, I will explore how the shifts of key factors in a given community can be
seen through the evolving of civic spaces, which will provide me an approach to
examine those relevant questions raised in the former chapter: What is the initial
purpose of the renovation of these spaces, What social, political or economic
functions has each type of civic spaces undertaken, and how do they evolve? Who
owns them? Who manages and governs them? What types of civic spaces have
been created over time and what are their origins in a given society? What
changes and continuances in civic spaces have occurred in recent years with
regard to the changing government policies and/or political reform, global impacts,
and the changes in social relations that are affecting civic spaces?
To answer these questions, based on this case study, I will further conduct a
detailed discussion of the general features of civil organizations of traditional
towns, and how they relate to the overall issue of village layout and civic spaces.
4.2 The Reconstruction of Ancestral Hall and the Revival of
Clan Organization
4.2.1 Clan Identification and Clan Public Space-Ancestral Hall
The clan as the basic organization has been always exiting in China's natural
growth villages (Freedman 1970, Fei Xiaotong 1944, 1945, Hsu, Francis K. 1948,
Wang Mingming 1997, 2003). A village could have one single clan or several
different clans.
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Figure4.8 Analysis of the layout and civic spaces of the typical clan village model
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The presupposition of the formation of clan villages is the acquisition of clan
identification. The direct approaches to acquire clan identification are the
construction of the ancestral hall, inheriting the surname and recording the clan
genealogies (Freedman 1970, Heng Chye Kiang 2003, Liu Taotao 1996, Wang
Mingming 1997). In China, ancestral hall is the manifestation of folk ancestral
worship, which provides the basic space for local contact within clans or villages (in
single clan village), and a repository for the compilation and oblation of clan
genealogies. The compilation of clan genealogies is the summary of the clan
history, which is decisive in the rise of clan cohesion. The relationship between
clansmen can be clarified through clan genealogies, leading to no confusion that
may cause internal conflicts. The order of seniority indicated by Chinese
characters fixed in genealogies strictly defines the relationships between
generations, and enables this relationship to penetrate into individual's name.
Thus, the clansmen can understand one's position in the clan by his name.
Surname, the major means of self-identification used by local people, is itself a
representation of clan identification. In general, the clan community identification
based on pedigrees, regionalism and administrative geography has been
gradually formed through historical accumulation.
4.2.2 Functions of the Clan: the Compound of the Social-economic
Functional System and the Symbolic Community
The clan is a system with social-economic functions. Accordingly, there are two
levels of community in terms of the clan system, one is the social-economic
organization with a comparatively "substantial" significance, and the other is the
ritual-ideological community (Wang Mingming 1997, 2003, 2004). The relationship
between these two levels is not that one decides the other, but that they contain
each other and form a complicate entity. For example, as a public union, the clan
owns a certain amount of public property and public space (e.g. ancestral hall and
village temples (in single clan village)), which are only subject to symbolic use in
memorial rituals for village gods and forbears, instead of private use in the family.
In this sense, clans can be regarded as "symbolic communities" (Fei Xiaotong
1944, 1945, Wang Mingming 1997), that is the symbolic union with unified
identification connected by different families through rituals. At the ideological level,
clan is an ideological form and identification based on families.
Thus, from the symbolic perspective, the clan is a cooperative of ceremonies and
symbols of community identification; from the social point of view, it represents a
community structure pattern, and from the economic standpoint, it is an
intermediary unit between production and consumption. These three aspects are
components of the life flow and they cannot be separated.
4.2.3 The Revival of the Clan and the Reconstruction of the Ancestral Hall
The reconstruction of the ancestral halls, as is now going on in many villages
symbols the revival of the clan structure. However, it appears that the revival of the
clan after China's Open and Reform policy is just in confined within the areas of
folk rituals through the reconstruction of ancestral hall (Wang Mingming 1997,
2003, Yu Keping 2001, McDermott 1999, Heng Chye Kiang 2003). Daily
production and consumption are now practiced basically within the unit of family.
Has the clan changed from the unit of a social-economic and ritual organization to
a pure ritual organization? The answer appears to be "no" based on the author's
investigation. I would argue that as an organization, the clan plays an important
role not only in the rituals, but also in the practices outside of the rituals.
Firstly, the rural economic reforms since the 1980s have led to the decline of "the
cooperative societies" invented in 1950s. Lack of folk cooperation and mutual
assistance in economic and social arenas has given rise to the new demand for
clan organizations. Therefore, the functions of clan in cooperation and mutual
assistance are still alive. Secondly, although clan rituals seem to function
symbolically as the performance to achieve the clan cohesion, they also have
social functions in reality, which are of vital importance not only in promoting
internal cooperation among clans, but also in keeping the clan in contact with the
outside society and maintaining the regional social network within the
intermarriage region. Finally, the revival is related to the folk narrative and
communication modes of problems arising in daily life, and is thus related to the
reappearing of informal authorities. At present, the revived folk belief (in gods and
ancestors) symbolizes the approximate "authority" that are familiar to the common
people. Village temple and ancestral hall symbolize the "government office".
During the rituals, people are communicating with gods or ancestors: people
describe their difficulties in life to the symbolic authorities, who offer symbolic
solutions and will then be repaid by their adorers with sacrificed goods and ritual
drama. Through rituals village temple and ancestral hall symbolically regain the
status of community center, although their original function of holding town hall
meeting has already be separated and assigned to the government's village office.
What's more, the need to communicate between people and gods or forbears also
produces leaders in the clan rituals who have gained more power in recent years.
They manipulate the rituals to add their prestige and to achieve the goal of cultural
education and social balance within the clan and more importantly within the
local-state interaction framework. As the author observed, in a natural growth
village, these informal leaders always have a close relationship with the formal
authorities, if they are not the same people.
4.3 The Rebuilt of Ancestral Hall, Local Temple and Temple
Market and the Maintenance of Non-governmental Mutual
Assistance within the Regional Social Network
The reconstruction of local temple and temple fairs had the direct relation with the
resuming and maintaining of non-governmental mutual assistance within regional
social network. The Non-governmental mutual-aid activities are not super-local,
but are restricted within some regional social networks. Summarized by Wang
Mingming, in the local communities, "circles of non-governmental mutual-aids"
include three types: (1) circle of family relatives; (2) circle of marriage relatives or
intermarriage region; (3) circle of friends.29
The formation of circle of family relatives is related to the division of family in clan
history. Circle of marriage relatives refers to the relationship formed by marriage.
Its distributing range corresponds to the intermarriage region. The formation of
these two kinds of social networks kept the same step with the formation and
development of clan. (Yan Yunxiang 1996, Fei Xiaotong 1945, Wang Mingming
1997, 2004, Liu Taotao 1996, Faure 1995)
The development of friendship emerging in the local community is in accord with
the emergence and evolvement of the social experiences like school and
29 Wang, Mingming 1997: Right and Power from the Perspective of Village Life-Three Villages and
Five Stories in Fujian and Taiwan, Beijing: SanLian Press, p.167
non-agricultural work since this century. There are classmate relationships in the
school, worker-mate relationships in the local factory, and local craft relationship in
the emerging commercial trade. In community, these kinds of relationships have
a joint name 'friend relationships'. However, as the author observed, at present,
family relatives and relationships by marriage are the inner core of the local
non-governmental mutual-aids.
The reason why social mutual-aid would happen in these three kinds of circles is
that the members in these circles have been sharing the common social-historical
experience with each other. In another word, the members from the same circle
would agree that their relationships were built on the same foundation rooted in the
past. The past common social experience would create an identification system
among the members within the same circle. Then mutual fraternity can be
transferred within this system to become the resource of the mutual-aids. As the
author observed, to a large extent, the maintenance of the relationships within the
first two circles relies on the folk ceremony activities conducted in the ancestral hall,
local temple and temple fairs. In General, ceremonies with this function can be
divided into three types: (1) family sacrifice (life proprieties, family ancestor
sacrifice) conducted within one single family; (2) clan sacrifice (New Year sacrifice
to the ancestor) conducted in the ancestral hall; (3) community sacrifice (birthday
of the village deity and ghost sacrifice) conducted in the local temple. (Ahern 1981,
Freedman 1970, Feuchwang 1989, Dean 1993, Bodde 1975, Wang Mingming
30 Wang, Mingming 1997: Right and Power from the Perspective of Village Life-Three Villages and
Five Stories in Fujian and Taiwan, Beijing: SanLian Press, p.194
1997, 2003, McDermott 1999)
4.3.1 Affinity and the Native Conception of Space
The affinity and the concept of local space play an important role in maintaining the
relations between the clan and nearby villages or clans. The clan relies not only on
its independent development, but also on its contact with the outside world. The
role of intermarriage should not be underestimated. Owing to intermarriage, a
network beyond clans comes into being. After being institutionalized, the network
trend to form a local region, which is beyond villages. We may call the region "the
intermarriage region" (Freedman 1970, Fei Xiaotong 1944, 1945, 1983, Wang
Mingming 1997, 2003), referring to the geographical relations developed in history
between intermarriage clans.
The social basis on which intermarriage region is formed is to regard marriage as
an issue beyond individuals or families. In other words, the marriage is closely
related to the development of clans and communities. Through marriage, one clan
would achieve some kind of identification with another clan. Therefore, the
marriage may be called the channel of exchange for social resources between
clans. It is foreseeable that a relatively stable intermarriage relationship will be
established between some clans after a long period. Without modern
transportation or communication, these clans were close to each other with certain
geographical relationships.
Therefore, the author would argue that clan internal relations, clan settlements,
and local intermarriage regions are different levels of social space, mixing of the
domains of social and geographical relations. Thus, local social space is taking
shape in certain historical progress. Accordingly, local regions in China's rural
traditional concept are connected together by a hierarchy of geographical space.
Summarized by the author, there are three cases of this kind of identification: (1)
Identification among local residents; (2) Linking-up with other villages, towns and
counties by the social, economic and ritual network; (3) Relations with overseas
In folk society the identication of a regional network is maintained mainly through
country fairs and the pilgrimages from village temples to central temples. Usually in
front of the central temple, the regional central market plays a key role in
developing an exchange channel connected within the region by producing or
marketing local specialties.
Figure 4.9-10 Pilgrimage ritual form the village temple to the regional central temple
Source: www.nihaotw.com/kjxq/news-content.asp?id=73710; access time: July, 2005
4.3.2 Yearly Period of Sacrificial Ceremonies and Native Concept of Time
The maintenance of social space is related to native concept of time, called "Yearly
Period" 31. The formation of "Yearly Period" can be attributed to four levels of
cultural resources. The first is the traditional calendar prevailing throughout the
country for thousands of years; the second is the calendar applying to agricultural
production; the third is the season division closely connected with local ecological
environments, and then the fourth is the "Yearly Period" created by the folk
communities. (Bodde 1975, Dean 1993, Fei Xiaotong 1945,1946, Wang Mingming
1997, 2003)
In the local communities, "Yearly Period" could be classified as the period of
production and the period of rituals. But these two kinds of period can't be
separated in a specific community. The symmetry of production timetable and
sacrificial period shows that the production and community rituals cannot be
separated in local people's daily life (Wang Mingming 1997). The harvest of
agriculture and livestock husbandry is the economic basis for community rituals. At
the same time, economic materials and resources can be collected through rituals,
and the belief within rituals offers the blessing from gods for harvests. Afterwards,
villagers will enjoy part of foods sacrificed to ancestors and gods in ritual, and sell
the rest (e.g. the pork) in the local temple market. In this way, village rituals and the
organization of agriculture and the country fairs are closely related to each other.
In general, different levels of social network are involved in yearly sacrificial ritual,
sacrificial period for ancestors and other village rituals from individual, household,
31 Wang, Mingming 1997: Right and Power from the Perspective of Village Life-Three Villages and
Five Stories in Fujian and Taiwan, Beijing: SanLian Press, p.2 9
community to region. Local temple and temple market as specific types of civic
spaces in the local community play an important role in the maintenance of these
social networks.
4.4 The Governance of Local Civic Spaces and the Village
Administrative System in the Context of Local-national
Interaction
The local civic spaces will inevitably require and incorporate rules of the
construction, maintenance and governance. In China's natural growth villages,
how different powers interplayed during building and controlling civic spaces
constituted one of the major means of political influence during the modern times.
Taking the point of view that civic spaces in the local communities do not exist
under absolute control by either state, civil society or private ownership, but rather
as a physical space that become civic spaces through the interactions of the three,
here, I will just examine such a contest to wield political power through the control
of civic spaces.
4.4.1 The Village Administrative System in the Context of Local-national
Interaction
Since the Song dynasty, the village administrative system has been based on the
clan system. Inside of the clan, the symbols of rights and obligations come from the
adoration to the ancestor. Accordingly, in the village administrative system, family
is the basic unit, which is an indirect mode of social control. However, the clan
system only affects people within the clan; it probably means nothing outside the
clan. This kind of administrative mode offers opportunity for a clan village to
become independent from the centralized state power, forming a local
social-economic and political system. Therefore, the development of the civil
society (such as folk clan organizations) trend to weaken the state's power in local
region. (Feuchwang 1989, Oi 1989, Cohen 1993, Schram 1987, McDermott 1999,
Karl 2002)
After the modern nation-state founded in China, in order to achieve the so-called
"modernization", the country reconstructed the grassroots social regime gradually,
and tried to make plans for the social-cultural transformation. The new village
administrative system represented a great enhancement of the control system of
rural society. This enhancement broke the original structure of a clan village, and
often united different clans in one village. At the same time, lots of professional
policemen appeared in the village society, who not only kept the public order but
also assisted the government to create the standardized social-cultural system
that mass production requires. They interfered directly in the social, economic and
political problems inside the village, and submitted to their superior administrative
unit. Summarized by Wang Mingming (1997), their duties included: (1) permanent
residents' registration; (2) tax collecting; (3) enforcing local security affairs. The
political function of permanent residence registration aimed at controlling the
migration of people and the status of local activities. Tax was a kind of exploitation
of the local economic resource. At the first stage of China's industrialization, it
became the economic foundation of the nation-state. The police also helped to
supervise local activities and punish violators. Thus, the traditional village
administrative system symbolized by folk contract and characterized by
ethic-moral system was transferred to the modern village administrative system
controlled by the central government and required by the modern mass production.
Although the change in the village administrative system was not the only reason
for the transformation of the modern folk society, this change was crucial. The
foundation of the formal village administrative system allowed the government to
have the direct agency and agents in the folk society, and to execute the state
policies directly through them (Fei Xiaotong 1946, 1983, Wang Mingming 1997,
2003). During the modern times, the social and cultural transformation of the
traditional community had been closely related to the existence of the formal
village administrative system, which was set from the top to the bottom (Schram
1987, Karl 2002). As the direct reflection of this transformation in civic spaces, the
village administrative building was planned to replace the ancestral hall and village
temple to be the village center. The shifts of public buildings and places may not
necessarily be an indicator of spreading the social control from the central
government. Moreover, there is the question of who constitute the public. During
the modern time, the government and intellectual authorities increasingly
redefined the concept of "public" to include only persons who could supposedly act
in the interest of the whole country but not just the community (Cohen 1993, Duara
1995), all others being defined as the self-interested and therefore prejudiced and
unworthy of access to public places. Therefore, as the author observed, control of
civic space then could become a means of concentrating political power in the
hands of a group of local official elite, not necessarily a way of spreading it widely
among ordinary local residents.
However, after the Open and Reform policy instituted in the year of 1979, the local
politics based on clan system have tended to resume their power and are now
once again playing a very important role in village daily life. The clan system is not
only the foundation of local social organizations and local economy, but also the
structure of local politics. Clan regulates the obligations and the rights among the
people, adjusts the hierarchical relationship between the young and the old, males
and females, the superior and the inferior. Therefore, the reconstruction of tradition
also involves the renaissance of the traditional power concept and system. As a
result, more and more ancestral halls, local temples and temple fairs tore down in
the 1960s have been rebuilt in the local communities.
4.4.2 Formal Authority and Informal Authority in the Community
Traditionally, the Sheikh was the political chief of the community. He played a key
role in the social life, power distribution, conflict settlement, and the production
inside the village. Controlling of the construction, maintenance and governance of
the civic spaces (ancestral hall and local temple) was one of the most import
contents of his responsibility, which in turn, would give him a great power to
influence local people's daily life. Through these activities, he added his prestige
and gained the authority.
The modern nation-state inserted a formal power structure into the clan community,
which created a situation in which the formal and informal village powers coexisted
(Cohen 1993, Oi 1989, Zhang Houan 2000, Wu Yi, Wu Miao 2003, Cao Jinqing
2000, Wang Mingming 1997). At present, this "two-committee structure" including
the branch committee of the Communist Party and the committee of villagers, is
the representative of state power in village. Assuming the authority of the
government, they take the responsibility to execute state policies, and to organize
and control the villagers' daily activities. Accordingly, as the author observed, the
community activity center had been changed from original ancestral hall and local
temple to village official building and renamed as "village public spaces".
Apparently, these two organizations seem to be the only authority in the village.
However, with the revival of clan, there is another potential power: the informal
power. Although the Sheikh-system inside the clan does not exist any more, in the
village the senior still symbolically plays an organizing role in folk ceremony. Thus,
there is a reappearance of local power. By making the village temple and ancestral
hall the center of village life once again, the seniors have reconstructed the
informal chief organization, have adjusted and identified the internal relationships,
and once again, have started to play a very important role in village daily life. The
emergence of this kind of organizations is related to the continuous existence of
clan identification in the traditional community.
The informal authority being separated from the formal one and rising as an
independent political power have happened mainly after the reform (Wang
Mingming 1997, 2003, Zhou Xiaohong 1998, Cohen 1993, Oi 1989). The
economic reform has weakened the 'collective system' created in the 50's, so that
the community's need for commonweal cannot be satisfied. This necessity is
intensively expressed through resuming the traditional clan ceremony in the village
temple and ancestral hall. Hence, the informal authority emerges and grows as the
time requires, and it functions as the folk power through assuming responsibilities
in rebuilding the local temple and organizing the ceremonies.
The work of ceremony leaders' is to organize folk ceremonies and administer the
ancestral hall and the local temple. In the process of the ceremonies, they would
be selected to achieve clan members' common will. Therefore, their power is the
result of "an implicit agreement" (Wang Mingming 1997). This will is that ancestral
hall and clan ceremonies are the necessity of sharing benefits within the clan and
keeping the clan solidarity. Thus, the leaders of the ceremony play a role in
adjusting the local social structure and relationships. During the process of the
ceremony, they strengthen the relationship between the young and the old, the
relative and the distant by the traditional regulations. Therefore, in the process of
the ceremony, the differences in social status are emphasized. The people who
would gain the opportunities to take part in the ceremony of ancestor worship are
local nobles. The money used for yearly ceremony, construction and maintenance
of village temple and ancestor hall comes from the donation of clan members. The
donation is on voluntary basis, but in fact, the amount donated by those who are in
higher social status or who are in a good economic situation is much bigger than
that by normal villagers (Dean 1993, Yan Yunxiang 1996, Ahern 1981, Wang
Mingming 1997). This means, in order to maintain their social status in the
community, the people in high social status must contribute more in these
activities.
4.4.3 Social Functions of the Revival of Non-governmental Authority
The author argued that the revival of informal authority is an implicit resistance to
the modern state regime's extreme penetration through the local society. It plays
an indispensable role as the medium in local society. Firstly, informal authority fills
the gap between formal community authority and the family. It is also the channel
for families to distribute their common benefits within the clan. The foundation of
the so-called civil society aims at combining the public benefit of clan with that of
the state. Central government tried to spread the network of administration into
villages. However, as it is hard to eliminate the discrepancy between the public
benefit from the clan and that from the state, there is still a gap between formal
authority and the folk society. The emergence of informal authority after the reform
indicates the existence of the gap. The informal authorities developed in the grass
roots society are very sensitive to these social requirements. They perceive the
same benefits as the grass roots society, and even their way of presenting
problems is the same. Thus, they are very easy to be accepted as the mouthpiece
of local benefits. Secondly, the informal authorities serve as an intermediary
between the traditional and the modern. Facing the pressure on the family caused
by the present social and economic changes, the villagers not only seek the
blessing from deities and ancestors, but also rely on the collectivity of
families-their clan (Zhou Xiaohong 1998, Wang Mingming 1997, 2003).
4.5 Cultural Politics, Modern Education and the construction of
Local Primary Schools
With the reconstruction of ancestral hall, local temple and temple market, a
significance phenomenon observed by the author in these natural growth villages
is the construction of the modern primary school, but not the renovation of the
temple of Confucius and traditional school. Thus, together with the ancestral hall,
local temple, temple market and the village official office, the modern primary
school was built as another important component of local civic spaces.
ige primary school in a natural growth village, named Erlingzi, Shanxi
Source: the author
The modern primary school was built side by side with the village temple as an
important component of local civic spaces.
The direct reason is that the government bans unlicensed schools because they
believe that what the unlicensed school teaches doesn't meet the need of
modernization, and that the knowledge is local but not opens to all people. After
the rise of the nation-state in China, the concept of "national education"
(Feuchwang 1989, Oi 1989, Wang Mingming 1997), appeared, which made
education to be the issue of all the people. The government has tired to bring the
knowledge from outside of community to replace the community tradition. The
direct interference of the police in custom reconstruction is a signal of the
emergence of new social-cultural politics. The government forbids the old custom
in order to set up a new life mode and ideology in the process of modernization.
The key content is to introduce "rationalism". This so-called "rationalism" is a
product of the western enlightenment, which encouraged a belief on "scientific
logic". (Fei Xiaotong 1983, Wang Mingming 1997)
In fact, through the modern education in the local communities, the social-cultural
reconstruction pushed by the central government attempted to advocate the
"rational" way of living and its related concept of value throughout the whole
society (China City Planning & Research Institute 2004). The construction of new
village school just reflects this process. Since traditional education is a kind of
traditional moral education (Zhou Xiaohong 1998, Wang Mingming 1997), for most
local communities, temple for Confucius and traditional school had not been rebuilt,
together with the ancestral hall, local temple and local market back to the
community. After the foundation of new schools, subjects of knowledge and
technology like science (arithmetic), Chinese language and geography became
the basic content of education. As a result, the "universal culture" began to exert its
influence. This new culture, to some degree, fosters the "citizen consciousness"
and "national responsibility" among certain population of the country (Fei Xiaotong
1945, 1983).
Ironically, as the author observed, through the reconstructed folk rituals and daily
life, children still can implicitly get the traditional moral education, because this
knowledge is rooted in local people's mode of thinking and life style.
In sum, the chronology of the socio-political transformations in China's natural
growth villages was simultaneously "space-forming and space-contingent"
(Douglass 2002). While communities grew and were restructured through
state-local interaction, this interaction was also conditioned by the built
environment and the organization of space. The organization of space is not
simply a backdrop. Instead it is an active part of the activation of civil society for
itself and for political change.
Chapter V: Civic Space in Current National Small Town
Planning Standards and Its Implementation
With the understanding of the forces on the evolving of civic spaces in natural
growth villages now at play, a further question needs to be explored: what is the
future of these emerging spaces if the whole community is demolished and rebuilt?
Having established the basic fact that through civil society and its relevant civic
spaces in China's natural growth villages have a long history, but till the modern
time, engagement in the public sphere has been suppressed and marginalized, I
will further examine the descriptions of civic space in the national small town
planning standards, which have the most important influence on the formation of
civic spaces and accordingly on the formation of community's spatial structure in
the newly designed and built villages/small towns. I will also examine how the
standards would be applied to current comprehensive and detailed plans of
China's villages/small towns.
The physical plan for China's villages/small shall, as a rule, be worked out in two
stages, i.e. comprehensive planning and detailed planning. 2 The most important
part of the first stage of planning work-comprehensive planning is to determine
the distribution of land used for various construction purposes, and the functions of
different zones. As a kind of overall arrangements for construction, this stage of
work determines the functional structure of the planned villages/small towns. Nine
patterns of Land Use have been identified in the National Small Town Planning
Standard for this stage of planning work. They are:
* Land for Residential Use
* Land for Public Building Use
* Land for Industrial, Manufacturing, and Agriculture Use
* Land for Warehouse Use
" Land for Transportation Use
" Land for Street and Square Use
" Land for Public Utilities Use
* Land for Green Space Use
" Water Area and Others 33
The Standard further regulates that the Land for Public Building Use should be
subdivided into six patterns:
. Land for Administrative Use
* Land for Educational Use
" Land for Cultural, Sports and Technical Training Use
. Land for Medical Treatment and Health Care Use
" Land for Commercial and Financial Use
* Land for Trade and Market Use 34
32 For details, refer to Footnote 3, in chapter one, p.7.
33 Article 3, National Village/Small Town Planning Standards (published by Ministry of Construction,
and effective date: June 1, 1994); Source: www.lawllO.com/lawserve/guihua/1800006.htm. (Refer
to Appendix Table-2 Land Use Patterns.)
34 Refer to Appendix Table-3 Subdivision Patterns of Land for Public Building Use.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of typical comprehensive plan of a small town,
named Chaoyang, in Heilongjiang Province. In Figure 5.2, through the
superposition of two towns'layouts with the same scale, one traditional town layout
discussed before (Refer to Figure 1.7, p.16.) and the new town plan as shown in
Figure 5.1, we can find that the once riche texture of form disappeared from the
comprehensive plan. More importantly, based on the national planning standards,
the comprehensive plan regulated the land use pattern of each plot.
Different color represents different type of land use:
" Yellow-Residential Use
" Red-Public Building Use
" Green-Green Space
" Purple-Warehouse Use
" Blue-Industrial Use
" Brown-Public Utilities Use
* Light Blue-Water Area
In this way, it further determined the functional structure of the planned small town,
which would be the applied to the next stage of planning work-the detailed
planning.
Figure 5.1 A typical small town's comprehensive plan
Source: http://www.hnjs.gov.cn, Access Time: November, 2004
ition of two towns' layouts with the same scale
Illustrated by the author
The detailed plan for a village/small town is a concrete plan for the various
construction projects to be undertaken in the immediate development area of the
town. Therefore, at the second stage of planning work, the detailed plan for a
village/small town, on the basis of the comprehensive plan shall further define the
scope for the use of land for each construction project within the planned plot and
provide the control indexes for building density and building height, and the
general layout. Based on these definitions of the functions of detailed plan, the
Standard further defines the detailed components of the public building types
under each subdivision of the Land for Public Building Use.35 It's quite obvious that
in national village/small town planning standards, several important "civic space
types" observed in the natural growth villages, including the ancestral hall, the
village temple and temple market have been excluded from the list of "public
building types".
As an example, the Figure 5.3 is a typical detailed plan of the Weizhuang village,
Zhejiang. If we simply look at the images after its construction (Figure 5.4), the
implementation of the detailed plan appeared to have improved the living
conditions of the local people, especially in terms of the physical condition of the
unit. However, as the Figure 5.5 shows, in the newly built village, only village
market, village administrative office, village cultural center, Kindergarten, and
village public park were built as "public buildings and spaces". Thus, there are
actually no places for the local civil organizations to congregate.
3s For details, refer to Appendix Table-4 Detailed Public Building Types under Each Subdivision
Pattern of the Land for Public Building Use.
Figure 5.3 (Right) Example of the detailed plan-National Excellent Village/Small Town Detailed
Plan (2nd Price, 2001) of the Weizhuang village, Zhejiang
Figure5.4 (Left) Images of the Weizhuang village after construction
Source: Administrative Office of Village/Small Town Construction, Ministry of Construction, P.R.C
ed. 2003: Compilation of the National Excellent Village/Small Town Plans, Beijing: China
Architecture & Building Press.
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Figure5.5 Analysis of civic spaces in the detailed plan of Weizhuang village
Illustrated by the author
Image source: Administrative Office of Village/Small Town Construction, Ministry of Construction,
P.R.C ed. 2003: Compilation of the National Excellent Village/Small Town Plans, Beijing: China
Architecture & Building Press
As discussed in the first chapter, China's City Planning Law regulates that the
location and layout of construction projects within a planned area must conform to
the plan for a city/town. For the construction of a new building, structure, road,
pipeline and cable or any other engineering works, its extension or its alteration
within a planned area, application shall be submitted to the competent department
of the city/town planning administration together with the related documents for
approval. The competent department of city planning administration shall issue a
permit for a planned construction project according to the planning and design
requirements defined in the plan for the city/town. The unit or individual
undertaking construction may not apply for the beginning of construction until after
acquiring the permit for a planned construction project. Thus, those excluded types
of civic spaces not only can't be planned and designed in the detailed plans, but
also can't be built in the newly re-planned and re-built villages/small towns.
More importantly, it further regulates that in the newly planned and built small
towns, all the public spaces for Administration use, and most of the public spaces
for Educational use, for Cultural, Sports, and Technical Training use are
compulsive. Thus, it is the government's responsibility to control the construction
and management of these places no matter where the investment comes from.
With a tendency towards public space production, present China's rural area has
evidently started a new long march towards modern life. However, a big
discrepancy can be found between these descriptions in the national planning
standards and actual situations in the natural growth villages not only in terms of
the components of civic spaces and related social functions, but more importantly,
in terms of the perspective of how to deal with this issue.
A set of criteria have been set up to make sure that these standards will be part of
"the big strategies toward national modernization", among which "to eliminate the
old living and consuming mode, the old thinking mode and the old custom that
have been existing in the rural area for thousands of years" 36 have been ranked in
the first place. Thus, certain common trends seem to suggest a paradox in the
contemporary small town planning model which is witnessing the rise of civil
society, while at the same time the government is attempting to diminish and
exclude certain types of civic spaces, such as the ancestral hall, village temple and
temple market. In such conditions, while civic spaces are being defined by
government, they are also controlled and managed by the local official power.
With regard to their professional point of view planners and designers only too
often have to bow to expectations and wills of political powers. Pushed ahead by a
mixture of professional vanity and institutional pressure many officials tend to
interfere in small town planning process - even down to details of the components
of the civic spaces. At the same time, local civil society now seems to have
become willing to give up rights to civic space and civic life as a prerequisite to
achieve "modernized life" defined by the government. Thus, the onus of routinely
36 China City Planning & Research Institute ed. 2004: A Study on the Small Town Planning
Standard, Beijing: China Architecture & Building Press, p.181
providing civic spaces in local communities ultimately falls onto the state, both in a
physical and an institutional sense.
Through implementing physical plan based on this standard, governments are
assisting this process by intensifying surveillance and controls over "public
spaces", and diminishing certain types of civic spaces. However, the mere
existence of a public square, park or other spaces that appear to be civic spaces in
this physical planning model is not necessarily an indication of opportunities for
civil society to engage in political discourse or action. Many such spaces are not for
virtual civic life, but actually are colonized by the state or combinations of
state-private enterprise control. The provision of public spaces by the state was
more accurately an attempt to symbolically build a national identity legitimizing the
authority of the regimes in power at any given time. Thus, the types of these
provided spaces were highly selected and constrained.
China is rapidly urbanizing in response to the economic imperatives. During this
process, centralized planning and implementation models and grassroots
evolution of civic spaces is occurring side by side. Accordingly, we have seen
greater diversity, higher spontaneity and a wider choice. I would argue that the
push for the spaces that function in their true civic roles is, however, most likely to
come from civil society rather than the state or corporate interests. As such there is
a certain mutual causality in local society and space relationships: for civil society
to push its claims there must be virtual civic spaces where people can congregate,
organize and have their voice heard. If civic spaces are created solely through
implicit resistance at the margins of dominant forces, the prospects for
collaborative governance that can resolve differences within society in a civil
manner are limited. Therefore, I would argue that the big gap of civic spaces
observed between the national standard and the Natural Growth Villages have to
be balanced against our unique political sensitivities, and civic spaces have to be
provided to meet the actual social and cultural needs of the common people.
Up to date, we have systematically planned and reconstructed the local civic
spaces. It will be easy for planners to simply provide for more of the same or plan
for improved versions of what we already have. However, I do believe that we have
come to a stage where the development of civic spaces has to take into account
different streams of ideas so that we can embody greater diversity and more
choices. Certainly we have to allow for a more organic growth in our civic spaces.
Therefore, the interest here is in civic spaces that are inclusive, that is, open to a
broad spectrum of civil society and its organizations.
Echoing Lefebvre's (1991:59) observation that all social change requires
appropriate spaces for its fruition, providing and giving sustenance to civic space is
a basic requirement for the promise of better governance and resilient
economies.3 7 If we view civic spaces as important spaces for us to build social and
community ties; if we view civic spaces as "thermometers" of the wellness of our
37 Douglass, M., Ho, K.C., and Giok-Ling 0. 2002: Civic Spaces, Globalization and Pacific Asia
Cities, International Development and Planning Review, 345-361
society as they reflect the state of community ties and relations; and if we view civic
spaces also as "catalysts" to facilitate such ties to grow; we have to encourage the
development of these spaces in a more deliberate way.
Form this perspective, in the longer run, the routine provisioning of civic spaces
should not be simply a choice made by the government and the intellectuals, but
instead requires the involvement of the local civil society itself. Also increasingly,
these requirements should be reached from the local to the state scale. All of these
state-local interactions have consequences to the evolving of local civil society and
civic spaces and will direct to a more healthy process of modernization.
In this situation, the proposition remains that in order to have good governance; the
routine provision of civic spaces that are neither selected nor exclusive is needed
for the local civil society to gain the practice in the public sphere. The governments
have to understand that economic resilience in the local community requires an
informed population that can quickly process knowledge and information to
respond to the latest source of economic instability, which needs an increasingly
active civil society. This argumentation has been proved to be true by the
observation on how the civic spaces in the natural growth villages have been
reviving and how they are used in response to and support of the inclusion of civil
society in the public sphere, as discussed in the former chapter.
Chapter VI: Conclusion-Social Development Planning
and a Participatory Approach for Providing Civic Spaces
toward a Healthier Civil Society
I have recognized that designating a space for civic use does not guarantee its
success, as the government and authority determine how these spaces in the local
communities would grow and evolve, cutting their connections with local context.
As the author observed, countervailing powers of the state and economy are likely
to continue to marginalize and even further diminish these spaces through the
strategies appearing to enhance them, which actually are the antitheses of the
ideal of civic spaces.
In China, all the factors at play are now transformed, complex, and less predictable
in time and space. As the research cited in this paper shows, the answer to this
question does not simply fall into western context, but is also a matter of local
political processes in the context of local-national interactions. Although the usage
of the term "public space" itself is a manifestation of the western impacts, these
impacts on the development of civic spaces are purposely or unintentionally
adjusted away from its original direction in the west and away from the actual
requirement of a healthy civil society.
However, under the pressure of fast economic growth, the resolution of the myriad
conflicts between civic life, communal strife, state power and the global economic
system will, in part, depend on the degree to which civil society's interests can be
routinely inserted into the public agenda. This, in turn, suggests the need for civic
spaces in which local residents can engage in exchanges of ideas, form grassroots
organizations, and move toward engaging state and corporate interests in
collaborative deliberation and decision making about the future of cities.38
Therefore, changing the language from "public space" to "civic space" will be the
first step to start a long journey for providing "spontaneous" civic spaces toward a
healthier civil society.
I do not mean that we should rebuild the ancestral hall and local temple
everywhere. However, this study suggested a particular perspective we can take
when dealing with similar questions, that is, identifying "spontaneous" civic spaces
that are meaningful to local residents. It's also right for us to recognize that as a
matter of fact, these local spaces have spontaneously developed into focal points
for local residents to congregate. These spaces found in local areas have evolved
over the years and have become special to significant number of local people
through the accumulation of experience. Gradually, there is a sense of place and
history and identity emerging beyond their daily functions. Thus, these places turn
to symbolize a sense of history and a sense of social and community bonds.
Therefore, in this context of local-global interaction, a policy research agenda is
imperative to clarify the importance of providing for a vibrant civil society which
rooted in the local community through the creation and sustenance of civic spaces.
We have realized that without understanding how the physical plan being made
38 Douglass, M., Ho, K.C., and Giok-Ling 0. 2002: Civic Spaces, Globalization and Pacific Asia
Cities, International Development and Planning Review, 345-361
and implemented in contemporary China, the anthropologists' efforts of protecting
traditional communities and local civil organizations would be ineffective. Here, the
author would suggest incorporating the social development planning and planning
review process as an extension and integral part in current physical planning
system, which will serve as a bridge to incorporate the social analyses into current
planning procedure, and make them implementable.
Social planning could be used in various ways and may cover a fairly wide range of
activities. Here, social development planning can be recognized as "a particular
type of planning, the aim of which is to ensure that the social aspects of
development receive adequate attention in planning". 39 However, the author would
argue that social development planning should not be regarded as a separate
planning activity but as an integral part of China's general physical planning
system. Particularly, the aim of the proposed social development plan for providing
civic spaces should simply be to ensure that the physical plan will take account of
the "spontaneous" civic spaces and relevant social factors that are important to the
local people. Thus, social development planning will be a strong tool to encourage
the most appropriate use of land, to improve the overall quality of development, to
maintain and improve a healthy economy by promoting this area not only as a
place to conduct business, but also as a place to live.
39 Conyers, D 1993: Guidelines on social analysis for rural area development planning, source:
www.fao.org/documents/showcdr.asp?urlfile=/docrep/t1660elt1660e02.htm, access time: July,
2005
With the consideration of the particular situations of China's rural area discussed in
this thesis, the suggested social development plan for providing civic spaces
toward a healthier civil society should include, but not limited to a number of
different but related activities:
" planning to improve the general quality of life, but not simply focus on the
improvement of the built environment;
" planning social services and spaces for the expression and daily use of
grassroots civic organizations;
e participatory planning approach to identify specific types of civic spaces in a
given community, and to understand civic spaces in the context of the idea
and the existence of civil society historically through the interaction of
culture, philosophy and politics in the communities in the region.
* assessing the ways in which social factors will affect the implementation of
the proposed policy and the physical plan;
e assessing the potential social impacts of the policy and the physical plan to
be implemented on the local community.
Social development planning is important and pragmatic at China's small town
planning level, not only because this is the level at which detailed information
about local variations in social characteristics can be obtained, but also because
participatory planning can most effectively be initiated (Conyers 1993). Particularly,
with the consideration of the fact that civil society is still a sensitive topic at the
national level, the author believes that it is a more pragmatic approach to
incorporate social issues into China's current physical planning system at the
village/small town planning level. Through introducing the social development
planning to the general course of physical planning, the local government and the
planners will be aware of the importance of those civic spaces to the local
community, furthermore, the importance of the social aspects of planning. Thus, it
will also make the planning process be an educational process.
In this social development planning, a participatory planning approach should be
stressed as a means of both improving the quality and implementability of the
physical plans and giving local people more control over their own lives. It may be
more expensive, time-consuming and complex than a non-participatory approach,
but these costs will be offset by the long-run benefits.
As discussed, evidences suggest that everyday forms of civic spaces have always
existed in the natural growth villages. We have found that loosing the restrict social
control from the top to the bottom, active engagement with the local residents will
naturally spur the revival of local civic spaces, as the process instills a sense of
ownership and identity among the local people. This process in turn, facilitates the
growth of a healthier civil society at the community level.
However, in contemporary China, physical plans are prepared primarily outside of
the village/small town. A participatory approach to the proposed social
development planning will give the planners a chance to learn from anyone in the
community who has special knowledge of social issues, especially, those local
elite and informal authorities who are in daily contact with the local people.
Therefore, the participatory approach will ensure that those social spaces
important to the local people are taken into consideration. Thus, in the whole
planning procedure, the local residents themselves should be considered as the
main resource for obtaining information about local social conditions and ensuring
that physical plans are relevant and appropriate to local needs.
As physical plans being proceeded, a central question concerning civic spaces is
whether or not they will be created, provided or otherwise "liberated" from existing
physical structure without taking their historical-social context into consideration.
The proposition put forth in this paper is that unless such spaces and their
institutional underpinnings are routinely provided along with the rise of civil society,
the capacities to overcome the excessive simplification will seriously hinder the
broad social project of establishing and sustaining a healthy civil society. Such
spontaneously developed civic spaces should be identified and be incorporated
into our physical plans, so that they will not be erased with development but rather
be kept or perhaps even enhanced. Thus, in the next phase of planning for such
spaces, we should identify more opportunities for local involvement and find new
ways to gather public inputs even before planning for such spaces. At the local
level, the new drive for the future would be to progressively engage the public in
the shaping of civic spaces in their own precincts.
I also suggest a design review procedure for the new development projects at the
detailed planning level, before and during the schematic design stage and afford
the public the opportunity for review and comment. The purpose of this review is to
assess the impacts of a proposed project on its surroundings, determine whether
its design is consistent with the social development guideline and comprehensive
planning standards established for the project location and for the area as a whole,
and to identify the necessary mitigation measures. I believe that such a review
procedure will be a powerful tool to allow more flexibility during the implementation
of the physical plan, to protect and enhance urban design quality, to ensure that
new development is compatible with the existing traditional scale and character, to
mitigate the impact of new development projects on their surroundings and on
adjacent residential neighborhood community, and to maintain a healthy built
environment. Together with the social development plan, the review process will
strongly facilitate the local community to achieve the comprehensive goals setting
up both for the short run and for the long run. Experience tells us the design review
process may not provide us the best design products, but it can prevent the worst
products.
In sum, based on systematic understanding of the big difference between the two
apparent local settlement patterns rooted in contemporary rural China, this
comparative study also provides us a useful perspective to think about how we can
determine the most important components of the civic spaces in the traditional
community and embody them in the physical plan to close the existing big gap. In
the next stage of research, the guidelines of the proposed social development and
review process should be studied. Particularly, this guideline should regulate the
detailed methods that could be used for the social analyses in the proposed social
development plan, such as how to collect and use the relevant social data, how to
formulate the relevant social policies to facilitate the implementation of the physical
plan, how to measure and assess social costs and benefits, and how to design a
proper participatory and review procedure etc. Thus, the general guidelines could
be prepared for the social development planning and review process. I believe that
the guideline will be a powerful tool to achieve the comprehensive goals proposed
in this research.
There is no single model of the future of civic space; elements of many possible
futures can be found in this country. Yet there are theories and evidences
suggesting that a society that provides spaces for civic life will also be a society
that is able to better create its own capacities for innovation and economic
sustainability. In this sense, the foregoing discussions shall not be simply viewed
as a generalization, but an attempt of exploring a new direction that is, toward a
more subtle, complex and comprehensive theory, embracing all the important
issues of the evolving China's settlement forms.
Appendix Table-1
Population-based Classification of China's Villages/Small Towns
#t (Village) VA (Small Town)
(Ordinary Village) (Central Village) (Ordinary Town) Central Town
Large >300 >1000 >3000 >10000
100~300 300-1000 1000-3000 3000-10000(M id dle) 10 0
<100 <300 <1000 <3000(Small) I__ _ _ __ _ _ _ I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Appendix Table-2 Land Use Patterns
f (code) Tfflitt (Land Use Pattern)
R Wiff:Lffl (Land for Residential use)
C MALEI (Land for Public Building use)
M ti't±ffit! (Land for Industrial, Manufacturing, and Agriculture use)
W -L~fAflit (Land for Warehouse use)
T kmIMdft (Land for Transportation use)
S iMiY 1148i (Land for Street and Square use)
U - (Land for Public Utilities use)
G tVLU1tfh (Land for Green Space use)
E 7Z'0JR2h. (Water Area and Others)
Ap endix Table-3 Subdivision Patterns of Land for Public Building Use
(Code (Land Use Pattern) [M (Including)
C ALt1 (Land forPublic Building use)
C1 n Jr , [i1 f1f. i !Yt[LtfYiftd2 (Land for Government,(Administrative use) Organizations, and Business Administration use etc.)
V _0* #$ -JlIt #)LNt fE)L~fr, /],, $T4ii$ 9~ ,A &ZAC2 (Educational use) l1t4i (Land for Nursery, Kindergarten, Primary School, Middle
School, High School and all other schools etc.)
e, 4R 5i #ff : zt, '4J 1 ffft (Land
C3 (Cultural, Sports and for Cultural and Technological Training use, for Exhibition and
Technical Training use) Museum use, for Entertainment use, for Sports use, and forReligious use etc.)
% W td2, J!, Hi (M J* A W# $r$t f (Land for Medical
C4 (Medical Treatment and Treatment, Health Care, Epidemic Prevention, and Infirmary use
Health Care use) etc.)
C5 (Commercial and fflit (Land for Commercial Service use, for Bank, Insurance,
Financial use) Trust Company and other Financial use etc.)
C6 (Trade and Market use) )BJib, (Land for all kinds of Trade Market use)
Appendix Table-4 Detailed Public Building Types under Each Subdivision
Pattern of the Land for Public Buildin. Use
3 iJ' (Land 4LA 4Mtt I+
Use Pattern) :I (Public Building Types) (Central (Ordina (Central (Ordina
E Town) own) illage) illage)
1. AR}f. f~Uti
(the People's Government Office and - -
Police Station)
2. t - (Courthouse) - - -
3.-4a, i+Wt$Af#J
(Office for Construction and Land Use - -
dministration)
4. V, $ *, JFaM$)l$#j4
I-rOW9 (Office for Agriculture, Forest Resource,
(Administration ater Resource, and Electric Energ
Use) dministration)
5. 11% jd
(Office for Business and Revenue - -
Administration)
6. W PJr (Office of Transportation
Administration)
7. - 11,J
(Office for Transportation Administration)
8. P (Office for Residential Committee -
9. f4t (College) - - -
10. iiiM$ , }{9UL99 (High School) Q - -
(Educational 11. $JJh$± (Middle School) O -
Use)
12. +J"4 (Primary School) 0-
13. 9 )L 0 , )L iT (Nursery and l0
Kindergarten)
14. Cia(E), 2 (Cultural Center 0 Q 0
15. J6 (Theatre) - -
(Cultural,n - -
Sports and 16. T)~f** (Outside Ball Court) - -
Technical I -
Training Use) 17. Ik (Stadium) 
- -
18. 1f44Ik (Technical Training Station) 0 - -
19. (Medical1&, (Medical Center) 0
Ek120. -RI(PJTV ) (Medical Station) 
- 0 0
I(Medical I ______I______I______I__
Treatment and 21. f,* Hk
Health Care (Epidemic Prevention and Health Care O - -
Use) Station)
22. 
0tAJi 
EW
I (Administrative Office for Birth-control) O -
23. f M k(Grocery) O O
(Commercial
and Financing
Service Use)
24. A an2 (Food Shop) O -
25. A ,-4, L4, O Ae
(Production and Construction Material - -
Shop)
26. $A2 (Grain Shop) - -
27. JN (Coal Shop) - -
28. A TX (Medicine Shop) - -
29. T4 (Book Shop) - -
3 0. W'fI, f 9 M , R-4 Klf4
(Bank, Trust Company, and Insurance* O -
Company)
31. WX, VAX- JJJ (Restaurant) 0 O
32. Rt8, P ifT (Hotel and Guesthouse) - -
33. JV Yd, & 14F
(Barber Shop, Public Bathroom, and Dry O -
Cleaner)
34. FI $N t (Photo Taking and Finishing
Service)
35. JnT Repair S(Maintenance and Repair Service) 0 0 -
36. $AM, ±W2friT (Market for Grain
Products) Gan
37. PA 9JAtiJi (Market for Vegetable) 0 O -
38. I't -W (Market for grocery) - -(Trade and
Markets Use) 39. MWk, Rt IFM4 iJ
(Market for Fuel, Production and 0 - -
Construction Materials)
40. 7Cf 1
(Market for Poultry and Aquatic Products)
Note: O-J iJIi S (Compulsive); O--Ni QW fjiF j (Elective)
Table source: National Village/Small Town Planning Standards (published by Ministry of
Construction, and effective date: June 1, 1994), www.law110.com/lawserve/guihua/1800006.htm,
Access Time: July, 2005-7-14
Translated by the author
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